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Ethics of free text resale questioned by faculty 
By Neil Roberta 
Managing editor 
Just prior to the beginning of the semester, 
Dr. Don Ryoti, a professor of mathematics, 
statistics and computer science, was notified 
by a colleague that something wasn't quite 
right with a new textbook the department had 
adopted for its introductory Pascal program- 
ing class. 
Ryoti went to the campus bookstore and 
the University Book and Supply and found 
thai the 1989 edition books were marked 
"Used" although they appeared to be brand 
new. 
Upon closer inspection, he found that the 
books were not used copies that had been 
resold after use, but were resold "desk cop- 
Movie will 
air despite 
viewers' 
objections 
By Terry Sebastian 
Assistant news editor 
The Last Temptation of Christ," 
the controversial movie that was 
banned from theaters in areas across 
the country last year after claims by 
Christian groups that it portrayed Je- 
sus Christ in a false light, is now being 
shown on Cinemax, a nationally broad- 
cast cable television channel. 
The movie's arrival in the homes 
of cable subscribers has not been 
greeted warmly by Richmond resi- 
dents. 
This protest in valves Centel Cable 
Company, which offers Cinemax to its 
subscribers who want to pay an extra 
fee with the basic cable hook-up to 
receive this channel. 
Deborah Winkle, state sales and 
marketing manger for Centel, said she 
called Cinemax immediately when she 
heard the channel planned to show the 
movie. 
"One ofmyoffice mangers brought 
it to my attention that it was on," 
Winkle said. "I called my representa- 
tive at Cinemax and told her that I was 
going to have problems with this 
movie. I was sure." 
She said Cinemax responded by 
sending a letter to Centel on its posi- 
tion of handling this movie. 
They feel that as a responsible 
programer it is their obligation to offer 
quality films to all viewers regardless 
of possible criticism or subject mat- 
ter," Winkle said. 
The prediction was right: Centel 
received several letters asking the com- 
pany to block the movie. 
"We have forwarded all the com- 
plaints to Cinemax' s consumer affairs 
department, and there is a phone 
number any complaints can go to. The 
(See MOVIE, Page A-7) 
ies," or complimentary copies that had been 
sent by the book's publisher to faculty mem- 
bers, who had in turn sold the books to whole- 
sale solicitors for profit. 
Ryoti shared the story with the faculty 
senate Tuesday when the body considered a 
motion to amend a resolution adopted in May 
with regard to the ethical ramifications of fac- 
ulty members selling free textbooks for profit. 
Ttw May resolution said it was "unethical 
and unprofessional" for faculty to resell their 
complimentary copies. Tuesday's motion 
sought to change the wording of the resolution 
to say that the practice was "unfair to authors 
and textbook publishers" because neither party 
receive a royalty from such a transaction. The 
motion was defeated. 
Ryoti said he contacted both bookstores 
about the situation and was given a verbal 
commitment from Rodger Meade, director of 
the campus bookstore, to remove the books 
from the shelves. 
Ryoti said these books were at one time 
clearly marked with a statement that the books 
were free and were not for resale. He said that 
the wholesaler or wholesalers had, in some 
instances, completely covered the book in a 
variation of colors that would be hard to dis- 
cern for anyone who was not familiar with the 
textbook. 
Earl Baldwin, vice president for business 
affairs, oversees the operation of the campus 
bookstore. He said the university had a policy 
that prohibited the purchase and resale of desk 
copies. 
However, Baldwin said it is nearly impos- 
sible to differentiate between a newly covered 
bock and one that has been slightly used. 
"If you look at the volume of books, it 
would require looking to make sure there are 
no marks in this book or that this one has this 
copyright, and it's just not possible to do so," 
Baldwin said. 
"Anytime it's pointed out to us, we'll be 
happy to pull (the books) off the shelf and 
send them back to the supplier," he said. 
Ryoti said the resale of textbooks by fac- 
ulty members is not a new practice. 
He said solicitors representing wholesale 
companies visit faculty members every se- 
mester to purchase urmeeded textbooks al- 
though a university policy prohibits solicita- 
tion on campus without permission from the 
appropriate vice president. 
They come around frequently ."Ryoti said. 
"I assume they have permission. Some of them 
skin the solicitation issue by saying they have 
permission." 
Ryoti said he has sold textbooks in the past 
and did not think there was an ethical problem 
with reselling complimentary books before the 
issue was written about in the Chronicle of 
Higher Education and discussed among his 
peers. 
"I can see now why these people think it is 
unethical, and there are certain aspects of it that 
I think are unethical," he said. 
(See TEXTBOOK, Page A-7) 
Agape crusader 
"Buddy" (a.k.a. Earl Ray Neal) chats with 
MarcGreer, a freshman from Owe nsboro, 
and Jamie Jones, a sophomore from 
Berea, Tuesday at the corner. Buddy's 
Progress photo/ Charlie Bolton 
creator, University of Kentucky substance 
abuse counselor Todd Warnick spoke on 
campus Tuesday in two meetings with 
faculty and staff. Related story, A-4 
Yearbook off to rough early going 
By Jo Carole Peters 
Staff writer 
The 1990 Milestone, the univer- 
sity's yearbook, got off to a slow and 
rocky start this year with three of its 
editors quitting and problems with 
pictures, but the book is now being 
produced on schedule. 
The editor and managing editor 
quit their positions Sept 13 and the 
student life editor resigned Sept 18. 
All three cited differences with the 
annual's adviser as a reason for their 
resignations. 
Lisa Anama,asenior English major 
from Louisville, was named editor. 
Anama, a first-year staff member, was 
the organizations' section editor be- 
fore the resignations of the previous 
editors. 
Ron Harrell, public information 
director, is serving his third year as 
yearbook adviser. He attributed the 
resignation of the three student editors 
to the amount of work involved in 
producing the book. 
"Sometimes you have a situation 
where people bite off more than they 
can chew," Harrell said, "and in this 
situation some of our staff found they 
needed to devote more time to what 
Three editors quit the Milestone staff in the first month of 
production amid dissension between staff members and 
adviser Ron Harrell. Harrell said he remains confident 
despite the inauspicious beginning. 
they are here for — their studies," 
Harrell said. 
Karen Norris, a senior computer 
information systems major from 
Loretto, was editor. She said the Mile- 
stone should be produced within the 
mass communications department 
instead of public information. 
"If we had an adviser that dealt 
more with journalism and other as- 
pects of the book and not in public 
information, the book would be bet- 
ter," she said. 
"We were getting along," Norris 
said, "but Han-ell's viewpoints about 
the book were different from mine. I 
didn't have a lot of time, but as far as 
the staff goes, everything was going 
great." 
Melissa Farmer, a senior journal- 
ism major from Raywick, was the 
student life editor. She said she re- 
signed her position because of dis- 
agreement with Harrell. 
'1 had more modern ideas for the 
book, and Harrell wanted a traditional 
book," Farmer said. "I wanted some- 
thing new and exciting and he didn't 
want that." 
However, Harrell said he did not 
have any discussions with Farmer 
about her section's content 
"Any discussion regarding the 
content of the book were between the 
student editors, and then the editor and 
I discussed the ladder diagram which 
is the composition of the book," Har- 
rell said. 
"As far as specifics discussed with 
Missy Farmer about changes or spe- 
cifics that she wanted in her section, 
she and I did not have a discussion," 
Harrell said. 
Stephanie Mattingly, a senior ele- 
mentary education major from Leba- 
non, was managing editor. She said 
she quit because the problems between 
Harrell and her "were beyond recon- 
ciliation." 
"Harrell's got too much to do and 
does not put enough time into the 
Milestone. I didn't have time, either. 
Things started out bad and got worse," 
Mattingly said. 
However, Harrell said the prob- 
lems the staff has encountered this 
year have not been extreme. 
"This staff, for a number of rea- 
sons, got off to a slow start, but not any 
•      (See YEARBOOK, Page A-7) 
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Baker, Durham 
vie for mayor 
By Ken HoBoway 
News editor 
The campaign trail is heating up in 
the Richmond mayoral race involving 
incumbent mayor Earl B. Baker and a 
local business woman Ann Durham. 
Both candidates said they are gear- 
ing up their campaign for the next few 
weeks in an attempt to get their politi- 
cal ideas and goals out to the commu- 
nity before the Ndv. 7 non-partisan 
election. 
The two candidates received a 
preview on the mayor's race after view- 
ing the results from the May 23 pri- 
mary election which reduced the num- 
ber of candidates to two and reduced 
the number of candidates running for 
city commissioner. 
According to figures from the Stale 
Board of Elections, the number of 
people who registered to vote in the 
primary election was 27,101, but only 
10,987 people actually voted. 
Durham won the primary election 
by with 2,017 votes. Baker finished 
second with 882 votes and Marshall F. 
McAninch received 859 voles which 
eliminated him from the Nov. 7 elec- 
tion. 
Also according to the voter regis- 
tration report, only 1.202 students who 
lived- on campus last semester regis- 
tered to vote with only 77 of them 
actually voting in the primary election. 
Of those 77 voles, Durham received 
29, McAninch received 14 and Baker 
received eight 
(See MAYOR, Page A-7) 
Ann L Durham 
Earl B. Baker 
First Security makes 
name change known 
By Jennifer Feldman 
Editor 
Fust Security and Trust Company 
of Madison County, the bank in which 
the university keeps most of its ac- 
counts, acquired State Bank and Trust 
Company almost two years ago, but 
the acquisition became apparent as 
new signs went up in place of the old 
in Richmond last month. 
The switch came as part of strat- 
egy developed by the parent company 
in Lexington. 
"It was just part of their plan to 
acquire small, well-managed banks in 
the central Kentucky area," said Jo 
Ann Park, marketing officer for the 
company. 
"Madison County is the largest 
county in Central Kentucky, outside 
of Fayetle," said Steve Kocen, first 
vice president and marketing director 
for First Security Corp. 
"It is contiguous. It is a county 
that has a great opportunity for growth 
and it has a fine institution in the uni- 
versity." 
First Security acquired Slate Bank 
Dec. 29, 1987, but the name did not 
officially change until Sept 11 of this 
year. 
According to Kocen, the company 
decided to consolidate the names of all 
First Security banks acquired since 
1984. 
The company decided "to help 
consolidate the whole organization it 
would be best to assume the whole 
name," Park said. 
When First Security acquired the 
company, State Bank had approxi- 
mately $167 million in assets. Fust 
Security paid $21,713,000 in cash to 
shareholders, most of whom live in 
Madison County. 
"It was a purchase," Kocen said. 
"You could say almost $21 million of 
new capital was put into Madison 
County." 
State Bank, the largest bank in the 
county, institution dated back to 1987. 
First Security retained the existing 
board of directors, two of whom have 
university connections. 
Roy Kidd, head coach for the 
football team and President Emeritus 
Dr. Robert R. Martin sit on the board 
of directors. 
Other board members include Dr. 
Hugh Mahaffcy, physician; Dr. Wil- 
liam Isaacs, optometrist; Tom Snyder, 
owner of McDonald's restaurants; 
George Ridings, CLU with New York 
Life Insurance Company; Don Ed- 
wards, land owner and retired presi- 
dent of State Bank; William G. Tur- 
pin, teacher at Madison Central High 
School and farmer, Ray Salyer, retired 
car dealer, Raymond Anderson, owner 
of a plumbing, healing and air condi- 
tioning business; Gilbert Miller, land 
developer and J.B. Moore, retired 
superintendent of Madison County 
schools. 
Doug Hutcherson is the company's 
current president 
The company has five branches in 
Richmond and an automated teller 
machine on campus in the basement of 
the Keen Johnson Building. 
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To the editor: 
Banning sale of assault rifles not the answer to violence 
I'm addressing OCL S issue's "Your 
Turn" written by Kevin McQueen, in 
which he gives his opinion on the 
banning of assault weapons. 
My first plea to Mr. McQueen is 
that he read for himself what is written 
in black and white on paper pertaining 
to the legislative bill that is trying to be 
passed as a law. 
For instance, the bill doesn't say 
that Uzis and AK-47s will be the only 
firearms that would be made illegal. 
The bill in essence is referring to many 
different sizes and types of rifles that 
would be outlawed. 
In other words, rifles down to a 
certain caliber would be illegal. For 
example, if the legal size caliber of a 
rifle was cut down lo a .243 then there 
would be many popular rifles that are 
used by hunters that they could no 
longer use. 
A prime example would be a .270 
caliber. A .270 is a great rifle to hunt 
with or keeps its value long enough to 
put away and keep. Hunters have the 
right to keep their rifle. I have yet to 
see a set of deer antlers splentered (sic) 
and smoking hair from a shot A semi- 
automatic rifle does not fire repeatedly 
with one squeeze of the trigger. 
Whatever the case may be, it is our 
right to kill a "furry moist-eyed animal 
for sport*'as long as the proper season 
is in, if we chose to do so. 
I would also like to comment on a 
couple of other quotes made by Mr. 
McQueen. I myself am not a member 
of the NRA but this so called "lofty 
notion in its collective head" came 
from people, yes, as in "We the people." 
Subscribers needed a public figure that 
would support their cause to be heard 
by political heads. 
The media, as usual, done their part 
and helped by giving publicity. 
However, I have never heard anyone 
from the NRA call anyone else a "flag 
burning,God-hating, Commie heathen 
liberal.*' 
I am astounded with outrage to hear 
that my Second Amendment is a 
"wheezy argument" just because semi- 
automatic rifles are illegalized, will 
that make a psychopathic killer think 
twice before he goes out and illegally 
buys a rifle? 
And yes he could still buy one 
without any problem. Fully auto's are 
already illegal but who has them? The 
answer, the outlaws, drug dealers/ 
grower and the killer. 
The only people who can legally 
buy them are collectors. The same 
would be true if semi-autos were made 
illegal. Ask yourself who would be the 
ones to have them. 
To me this is one step toward full 
gun control. I am against this totally 
and will never give up my weapons! 
In closing I would like to ask Mr. 
McQueen this, how many Clint 
Eastwood movies have you ever really 
watched? 
Ryan Loudermilk 
Palmer Hall 
Professor upset over misuse of information in Progress 
In its October 12 edition, the 
Progress ran a story headlined "Male 
profs' salaries higher than womens'" 
(sic). It would appear that both 
Professor Klaus Heberle's and my 
cautions to (he writer concerning the 
conclusions to be reached by such 
crude indicators as average salaries 
were not heeded. 
The UK chapter of the American 
Association of University Professors 
conducted a study, reported in the 
Lexington Herald-Leader, in which it 
was found that male professors earn 
more money than female professors. 
On the face of it, this finding tells us 
nothing about the existence of 
discrimination since we do not know 
whether other factors commonly 
associated with salary differentials 
were taken into consideration. This 
point was precisely the moral of my 
reference to the salary study undertaken 
in the College of Applied Arts and 
Technology. Differences between the 
average salaries of male and female 
faculty members did ex ist in the col lege 
and they were statistically significant. 
When, however, a number of controls 
were introduced, the salary differences 
were actually related to die attainment 
of the Ph.D. and an individual's length 
of service at EKU, not to sex. 
Regrettably, readers of the Herald- 
Leader article were not told whether 
the AAUP study at UK controlled for 
such obvious sources of salary 
variation. 
Similarly, a finding that EKU's 
male professors earn $600 more than 
its female professors is interesting 
chiefly because the discrepancy is so 
small. In a sample of 230 professors 
with a salary range of at least $20,000, 
Iquestionwhetheradifferenceof$600 
amounts to a statistically meaningful 
finding. It appears to me that the 
headline might more appropriately 
have reflected the surprising 
information that EKU's female 
professors are paid so well, at least 
relative lo EKU's male professors. Or, 
if that alternative failed to be 
suffic ien tly provocative, then attention 
could have been directed to how poorly 
EKU professors, male and female, are 
paid relative to our colleagues at UK. 
Another surprising result is that, by 
his numerous writing errors, the 
article's author succeeded in making 
two professors as erudite as Heberle 
and me appear almost incapable of 
coherent speech. The final quotation 
of the story, attributed to me, is more 
nearly a rendering of remarks made by 
Heberle. 
Susan C. Willis. Ph.D. 
Professor of home economics 
Artist provides 
own rendering 
of Regress staffer 
Now, now, now Mr. Lister! If we 
are going lo poke fun at the campus 
community in the way of stereotype 
charicatures I sic] then let's be a little 
more honest on the homefront and do 
it right 
Don't you think the attached is a 
little more in line lo what actually 
should have been drawn and primed in 
the October Sth issue of ihe Progress? 
Rick Cox 
Irvine 
Editor's note: 
The caricature, drawn by Rick Cox. 
is in response to a standing feature 
portraying campus stereotypes. 
Campus Portraits has generated 
comments from various student or- 
ganizations within the campus com- 
munity. 
The cartoons are located in weekly 
advertisement and drawn by Progress 
eitorial cartoonist. Charles Lister. 
Lister is a 21-year-old senior art 
major from Danville and has worked 
for the Progress for one year. 
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Guidelines for letters to the editor 
The Eastern Progress encourages its 
readers lo write letters lo the editor on 
topics of interest to the university com- 
munity. 
Letters submitted for publication 
should by typed end double spaced. They 
should be no longer than 250 words. The 
Progress may (.ondraac letters over 250 
words. However, grammar, puncoiation 
and spelling will not be changed or cor- 
rected. 
Letters should be addressed to the 
newspaper and must contain the author's 
address and telephone number. Letters 
must also include the author's signature. 
Carbon copies, photocopies and leoers 
with illegible signatures will not be ac- 
cepted. Unsigned letters will not be ac- 
cepted. 
The Progress uses its own judgment 
lo determine if a letter is libelous or m 
poor taste and reserves the right to rejeel 
any letter. 
The Progress also gives readers an 
opportunity lo express more detailed opin- 
ions in a column called "Your Turn.** 
1  
These columns should be in the form 
of an editorial or essay. Those interested 
in writing a "Your Turn" column should 
contact the editor before submitting an 
article. Leoers and columns should be 
mailed lo The Eastern Progress , 117 
Donovan Annex. Eastern Kentucky Uni- 
versity . Richmond. Ky. 40475 
The deadline for submit ting a letter 
for s specific issue is noon Monday prior 
lo Thursday's publication. 
Letters and columns will be printed in 
accordance with available space. 
OUK HEGUUWLY SCHEDULED   PBOGRP-nnHE LKST 
TmVTKnoU  OF CHWSlTWItt MCfT E£S6EN1lwO<airTr. 
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Passing unprepared students 
is cruelest form of kindness 
It's been almost eight years 
since I talked lo Jeff, a classmate 
from fifth through eighth grade at 
my small but growing elementary 
school. He was a straggly sort of 
kid, always coming lo school 
with his shirttail hanging out (a 
violation of school dress code) 
and his tie knotted loosely over 
his unbuUoncd-at the-collar 
white oxford button down (also 
in violation of school dress 
code). 
He was constantly being 
reminded that his hair must be 
cut above his collar, and it didn't 
seem to bother him when his 
socks lapped at his ankles and his 
shoelaces defied the knots he put 
in them before racing to catch the 
morning bus. 
But everyone loved Jeff, 
especially the teachers. The 
proverbial class clown, he 
delighted students and faculty by 
performing flips from a 
stationary position on the 
playground and was an energetic 
teammate for kickball and Red 
Rover. 
Participation in class 
discussions was a particularly 
favorite activity, even though, to 
the delight of his classmates, his 
answers were often more fancy 
than fact And his writing was so 
poor it was comical. 
And then there was the 
bulletin board that bordered the 
comer of our seventh and eighth 
grade classroom. The teacher 
posted creative writing 
assignments every two weeks on 
it 
The board was backed by 
From the top 
Jennifer 
Feldman 
glossy silver paper and decorated 
with laminated, stenciled 
alphabet letters, and in the 
morning, when the heavy 
institutional blinds were raised, 
the sun reflected off the bulletin 
board and caused the still groggy 
students lo squint against the 
gleam. 
I remember it well because 
those assignments were my 
favorite school activity, and the 
reason I chose writing as a 
profession. But when the teacher 
posted all the creative writing 
papers on that board, it was 
evident Jeff would not choose the 
same career direction. 
His ideas were creative. His 
wording was appalling. A 
jokester with ambition and 
energy, Jeff could not write. 
He made no secret of the fact 
that he made poor scores on tests 
and papers. But every year, he 
advanced to the next grade with 
the rest of the class. 
That was eight years ago and 
since then I have seen Jeff twice. 
Once was about two years ago at 
the nursery/garden center where 
be worked. The other was at a 
bank, where he was endorsing his 
work check before cashing it He 
printed his name across the back 
in a large, childlike scrawl. 
I m ight never have 
remembered Jeff and the way his 
writing skills never quite caught 
up with his ambition had I not 
recently visited a friend whose 
mother was the acting school 
superintendent of a small county. 
She mentioned a current 
controversy in her school system 
in which the teachers, 
particularly English teachers, 
wanted to hold students back a 
year if they did not pass English. 
She was against the idea. 
"You know how those English 
people are," she said. 
She noted how embarrassed 
the students would be if they 
could not graduate with their 
class. Some might not finish high 
school if they were forced to stay 
back a year. College educations 
were rare for the system's 
graduates, and a high school 
diploma was the one chance 
many of them had for getting any 
kind of job. 
Summer school was out 
because the system was too small 
to afford it, she argued. Was it 
fair to hold a student back a full 
year just for failing one class? 
I thought about that question 
and wondered about Jeff. And I 
realized that maybe if he hadn't 
been so likable, if someone 
thought that holding him back 
would have been kinder than 
passing him, his writing may 
have caught up with his mind. 
And I wanted to tell him, I'm 
sorry Jeff. It wasn't fair. 
Write in - 
Do you have an opinion 
that differs with that of the 
university or the Progress? 
Much like the Progress 
expresses its views 
through editorials, our 
readers can express 
themselves through letters 
to the editor. Guidelines for 
letters are printed below 
left. Let us know what*s on 
your mind. 
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Donovan Annex, Eastern Kentucky Uni- 
versity. Richmond. Ky. 40475 or 606 
622-1880. 
Opinions expressed herein are those of student editors or other signed writers snd do not necessarily I'p'HiW the views of 
the university. Student editors also decide the news and informational content. 
Eastern Kentucky University is an equal opportunity, AfTirmative Action employ. Any complaints arising by reason of 
alleged discrimination should be daretstd in writing lo the Affirmative Action Officer. Million House, Eastern Kentucky 
University or 622-1251  
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People • it By Leslie Young 
Do you think Cental should censor The Last Temptation of Christ'? 
Danny SUdtmiller, freshman, 
undeclared, Fort Thomas: 
"If people want to watch it, that's 
their choice, and if they don't want to, 
change the channel." 
Kelly West, sophomre, health 
care administration, Louisville: 
"I feel that it shouldn't be censored 
because everybody has their personal 
opinion." 
Rather 
Toby Nigh, sophomore, 
undeclared, Louisville: 
"No, because politics shouldn't 
influence the expression of any art 
form." 
Tom Rather, sophomore, 
undeclared, Georgetown: 
"No. I don't think they should 
censor it Everyone should have the 
right to watch it, and if you don't want 
to, don't." 
Nettles Hamilton 
I r'i 3 vr- « i Ml 
SUdtmiller West 
Andrew Nettles, freshman, 
occupational therapy, Pensecota 
FU.: 
"I don't think they should show it 
because it's offensive to people who 
believe in Christ" 
Randall Hamilton, freshman, 
health and physical education, 
Corbia: 
"Yes, because it's wrong to put a 
religion down." 
The pesky, capricious feline 
is sure a strange breed of cat 
I am a cat owner, and if you 
have had the pleasure of living 
with a cat you can understand that 
they are both intelligent and 
rebellious. 
I've had my cat, Miriam, since 
she was 6 weeks old, and we have 
gotten to know each other very 
well in the last two years. 
She knows how to fetch an 
aluminum foil ball and nine times 
out of 10 she'll fetch it but when 
we have company she'll just sit 
there as if saying, "Right, I'm 
going to perform for you and all 
you are going to feed me is Cat 
Chow." 
Then when she doesn't get fea 
when she is hungry, she'll run 
around meowing and digging her 
claws into every chair in the house. 
When it comes to discipline, 
cats are really strange. 
Miriam will strut around with 
her nose in the air acting as if she 
is hurt, but when night conies and 
everyone is sleeping, the house is 
hers for the taking. The next 
morning her wrath has been 
delivered. 
Plants are knocked over, socks 
are all over the floor, she does 
gymnastics on the bed at 5 a.m. 
and in the morning there is a funny 
smell in the air. 
Then she'll come cruising into 
My Turn 
Charlie 
Bolton 
the kitchen with an innocent look, 
— if a cat could have such a look 
— but in her mind I'll bet she's 
saying, "I got you! I got you! Ha! 
Ha!" 
And in my mind I'm saying, 
"See if you get fed today, wench." 
There are definite advantages 
to being a cat All they have to do 
is lie around and catch the 
occasional mouse to make it seem 
that they are earning their keep. 
My cat doesn't even have lo 
worry about catching mice, all she 
has to do is fetch an aluminum 
ball 
I actually enjoy having a cat 
They are quiet, generally; they 
don't need much room, just the 
whole house; and they don't need 
much care at all, feeding, 
watering, brushing and every cat 
owner's dream: the litter box. 
And no matter what people 
say, cats are more superior than 
dogs. 
When a dog is happy to see 
you be jumps on you and covers 
you in wet, sloppy licks, but a cat 
will just wait for you on the couch. 
If a dog needs to "go out," it is 
usually trained to go to the door, 
but if you're not at home, the dog 
is left crossing his legs. Cats don't 
have that problem. If the litter box 
is full, there is always a plant to 
use. 
People say that cats are stupid 
animals, but pets are supposed to 
reflect their owner's personality. 
Some cats are mean and 
vindictive, some are dizzy and 
easy-going. 
My cat is a little rebellious and 
somewhat obnoxious. What does 
that tell you about me? 
Some people don't like cats 
because they can't hold the feline 
creatures, but I'm sure if someone 
insisted on holding me around the 
stomach, I wouldn't like it much 
either. 
Cats are furry, easy-going and 
maybe a little high strung, but are 
wonderful pets. 
So, the next time you see a cat 
in the road, swerve a little. 
Bolton, a senior journalism 
major, is photo editor of the 
Progress. 
College life is doubly tough 
for self-supportive student 
I'll admit it, I'm a high school 
dropout As a workaholic, school 
got in the way of my job. I did get 
my GED, but beyond that I firmly 
believed that I could make it on 
intelligence alone. 
I was wrong. I decided college 
was the only way to go after 
graduating from the school of hard 
knocks and grinds, also known as 
reality. I landed an office job and 
enrolled at Ashland Community 
College. 
I took care of myself for the 
most part I covered all my 
expenses, even going so far as to 
kick in on the groceries and 
utilities. After a lot of hard work I 
moved out on my own. Tuition 
and books at a community college 
aren't all that much, so I didn't 
bother with financial aid 
I finished my associate's degree 
in August and transferred to the 
university I saved every dime I 
could spare for my education, 
trusting that financial aid would 
provide the balance. 
On my income it wasn't easy to 
spare anything, so I gave up 
everything that might be 
considered a luxury — movies, 
lunch at Taco Bell, nights out on 
the town, etc financial aid has 
yet lo help, and I'm going broke 
fast 
I realize that there are those 
who try to beat the system, people 
who don't really need financial aid 
but try to get it anyway. I'm not 
one of them. 
The KHE AA form asked if 
anyone had claimed me as a 
Your Turn 
Larisa 
Bogardus 
dependent in 1988 or 1987. I 
filed as an independent last year, 
my mother claimed me in '87. 
Since I was a dependent two 
years ago, I was required to 
provide mom's tax information 
for'88. (This is where it gets 
interesting.) You see, mom got 
married Dec. 30.1988. She and 
her husband filed jointly with a 
combined income of almost 
$45,000, while I didn't even 
make the poverty level with my 
paltry $5,800. 
I didn't qualify for so much as 
a loan according lo anonymous, 
omniscient authorities at the 
College Scholarship service. I was 
classified as a dependent student 
with more than adequate 
resources at my disposal I wish 
someone would tell me where 
those resources are. 
The fact that mom was 
supporting two kids on a $ 14,000 
salary when I lived at home was 
of no consequence. Nor was the 
fact that I had never lived with my 
stepfather or benefited from his 
income. 
I battled it out with the 
financial aid office until they 
finally told me I might be able to 
get a loan, if I could get a letter 
from my mother stating that she 
did not and would not support me. 
Why they didn't tell me this in the 
first place, I'll never know. 
Now my application is drifting 
around in the system somewhere, 
and only God knows when I might 
actually get some money. 
Meanwhile I've tried to find a 
job. There are 14,000 people 
attending this university and they 
all have the same idea. 
I've filled out applications until 
my fingers hurt One place told 
me that with my experience I was 
overqualified for most part-time 
jobs. I don't care what I'm 
qualified for, I just want a job. 
Any job. 
The Department for Human 
Resources said that as a student I 
couldn't get food stamps unless I 
had a work-study, or at least a 
pan time job. I can't get a work- 
study because I can't get financial 
aid, and I can't get a job because 
I'm overqualified. I don't qualify 
for unemployment benefits 
because I quit my job (never mind 
the fact that I was moving two 
hours away from my job). So 
what am I supposed to live on? 
I quit my job so I could go to 
college, believing that financial 
aid could help people like me. If I 
dropped out now, I'm not sure I 
could find a job, but I may have to 
if aid doesn't come through. 
Bogardus is a junior 
journalism major and staff writer. 
Place an advertisement in 
The Eastern Progress. 622-1872 
The following reports have km fted 
with the unlvcralty't division of public 
safety: 
Gjta 
Kent Arter, Brewer Building, 
responded lo the sounding of • fire alarm at 
Martin Hall. The Richmond Fire 
Department determined that an excessive 
amount of steam had set off the heat sensor. 
Oct* 
Canute* Perr aul t. Union City Road, 
repotted the theft of her purse. She and a 
friend were sitting in a parked vehicle on 
Park Drive at the Todd Hall crosswalk 
when three men entered the vehicle. 
Perraul t said she asked them to leave, but 
they refused. She was in the passenger seal 
of the vehicle, and the men in the rear seat 
on the passenger side attempted to force 
himself into intimate physical proximity 
lo her. She said she managed to convince 
him lo stop. One of the men then requested 
lo be driven to ■ liquor store, but her friend, 
the driver, refused to take the men to a 
liquor store. After this, one of the men 
grabbed Perrault's purse, and all of them 
fled from the vehicle in the direction of 
Todd Hall. 
OctlO: 
James Thomas Boyd, 22. North 
Keeneland Drive, was arrested and charged 
with driving under the influence of alcohol. 
An anonymous person reported that 
Dalvoane Hutches*. 18. Bumam Hall, 
had been asssulled near the Wallace 
Building at approximately 1 ajn.Hutchcas 
said she was walking toward the southwest 
corner of the Wallace Building from the 
Meditation Chapel. As she approached the 
Wallace Building, a man with blonde hair, 
6 feet tall, wearing blue jeans and a ski 
jacket said something to the her has he 
walking the opposite direction. Hutchens 
said she did not pay any attention to him. 
The man turned and grabbed her and 
slapped her twice in the face with his open 
hand. He then told the victim "You're not 
worth it," and the male ran toward the Case 
Parking Lot Hutchens said she did not 
know the man. 
OH, Hi 
GiaaM.Chllders, 19. Louisville, was 
arrested and charged with driving under 
the influence of alcohol and operating a 
vehicle without a license. 
Shaaaon   Drury,  Telford  Hall, 
reported that her purse had been stolen 
from her room. Drury said she and her 
roommate went to the Telford lobby to get 
a Coke at which time the room was left 
unsecured. Only her billfold was found in 
the Telford Parking Lot 
Kllzabcth Lombard, Telford Hall, 
reported that someone had unlawfully 
entered her room and stolen several items 
over several months. Lombard said the 
thefts occurred several times since the 
beginning of school. 
Connie Saundtr, Combs Hall. 
reported that nine items of her clothing had 
been stolen. Saundtr said she placed the 
items of clothing in a dryer, and left to go 
get some quarters. She said she heard 
someone running from the area, but did not 
actually see them. 
Shannon Nelklrk, Lexington, 
reported that someone had stolen one of 
his parking lights off of his vehicle while it 
was parked in Alumni Coliseum Lot. 
Octl2: 
Greg Lemons, Brewer Building, 
reported that 27 vehicles which were parked 
in the Alumni Coliseum lot had their 
antennas either bent or broken. The 
vandalism occurred sometime between 
3:45 a.m. and 4:30 a.m. 
Heather Dtlalcy. Keene Hall 
desk worker, reported a fight at Keene Hall. 
Robert Chapman. Keene Hall, said threce 
men had been ringing the bell on the 
elevator for some time. Chapman said he 
went to the elevator and advised the men 
that he was an RA. and they should stop 
ringing the bell. Chapman said the men 
pushed pass him and started lo leave, and 
Chapman then attempted to stop the men 
and obtain identification. One of the men 
then apparently punched Chapmaa 
Chapman said that at this lime victim Stacy 
I .annum. Renninglon Court, attempted lo 
help him and also was hit by the same man. 
Oct. 13: 
Kevin M.Tabler, 18, Louisville, was 
arrested and charged with alcohol 
intoxication. 
Steve Bullock, Mattox Hall 
desk worker, reported that a one-quart jar 
containing a minimum of SIS in cash had 
been taken from the desk of Mattox HalL 
The jar was being used to collect "Penny 
War" donations for the United Way of the 
Bluegrass. 
law,   -for   a   n, 
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Editor's Note: 
Ray Dexter is a 20-year-old 
Lexington resident anda cartoon- 
ist for the Progress. Dexter is a 
sophomore   majoring in art. 
Corrections 
In last week's paper, an activities 
story about the Gospel Ensemble's 
grade point average requirement was 
incorrect. All members, except for 
freshmen, need a 2.0 GPA.    
A notice in last week's Campus 
Clips did not clarify classes offered at 
the Wellness Center by Drs. Eric and 
Vicki Krentz. The classes are for stress 
management and autogenics.     
A story on Hummel Planetarium in 
last week's special section did not clar- 
ify prices. Admission is $3.50 for 
adults; S3 for students and senior citi- 
zens; $2.75 for children 12 and under. 
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THE CAMPUS PORTRAIT IS SPONSORED BY: 
STUDENT SPECIAL 
A Family Dog 
& Fries 
iinly   $1.99 Every day! 
Experience Monday Night Football 
on our New Big Screen T.V.s! 
Well have 
$2.00 
Pitchers &i 
Appetizers. 
Open 
Friday till 12:00 
Saturday till 1:00 
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Giving blood 
Sandra Gonzales Worthington, a speech pathology major from Lexington, gave 
blood Tuesday in the Keen Johnson Building. The Red Cross was sponsoring the 
blood drive on campus Tuesday and Wednesday. 
PROGRESS CLASSIFIEDS 
JOBS ][ FOR SALE OR RENT] 
Panelists answer students' 
questions concerning drugs 
By Jennifer Feldman 
Editor 
Students looking for answers to 
questions concerning substance abuse 
and its repercussions found them 
Tuesday night at a panel discussion 
with city officials. 
"Is it possible for you to come into 
a residence hall and arrest someone for 
AI or PI?" a student asked Lt. Jerry 
Sowers, a member of the university 
public safety department, at the panel 
discussion. 
"If you're not creating a distur- 
bance or hurting anyone we're not 
going 10 arrest you for PI," Sowers 
said. "But you can be arrested for 
disorderly conduct if you're tearing 
things up. 
"You're not absolutely home free 
when you're home drinking in your 
room." 
The panel, "Alcohol and Drug 
Abuse," topped the second day of 
Alcohol Awareness Week, which 
continues through tomorrow. 
Speakers included local officials 
who make and enforce policy on sub- 
stance abuse: Julia Adams, district 
court judge for Madison and Clark 
counties; Thomas Smith, common- 
wealth's attorney; Howard Kirmey, 
enforcement supervisor for the Alco- 
hol Beverage Control; Ed Robinson, 
Kentucky State Police Trooper, Sgt. 
Mike Carmen of the Richmond Police 
Department; Kimberly Hamilton, a 
court designated worker. Hank Harri- 
son, deputy jailer and Sowers. 
Throughout the meeting, panelists 
discussed their responsibility in han- 
dling cases of substance abuse. Per- 
sons in the audience voiced questions 
they had about how certain cases of 
alcohol abuse would be handled. 
"If a police officer pulls me over 
for something and finds paraphernalia 
used for drugs, can he search the car?" 
one student asked. 
"Is that probable cause for search?" 
Smith said. "Sure is." 
Although the panelists were un- 
able to comment on questions of spe- 
cific cases because much of the litiga- 
ubn is left up to the officer, they were 
able to give insight into general meas- 
ures taken to control alcohol on cam- 
pus and in the community. 
"Can I have alcohol in my car on 
campus?" another member of the 
audience asked. 
"If alcohol is in your car in closed 
containers and you're over 21 and it's 
not in the presence of minors, you can 
have liquor in your car," Sowers aid. 
Many of the panelists noted gen- 
eral cases they have seen from sub- 
stance abuse. 
When parents have a drinking 
problem and they don't seek help "it is 
absolutely crushing for a child to see 
the heroes in their life lose control," 
Adams said. 
Adams said 93 percent of the crimi- 
nal acts she deals with — generally 
misdemeanors — are substance re- 
lated. 
Similarly, Smith said 80 to 85 
percent of hiscases—including rapes, 
homicides and murders — involve 
"alcohol or other drugs, either directly 
or indirectly." 
"I've seen cases where a girl who 
doesn't normally drink much will go 
downtown whether she's 21 or not and 
after a few drinks she looks across the 
bar and sees a guy who two hours ago 
probably wouldn't have looked too 
good, but now he's looking pretty 
good," Smith said. 
"So he buys her another drink and 
after awhile he walks her home and 
tries to rape her," Smith said. 
-ATTENTION - HIRING! 
Government jobs - your area. Many 
immediate openings without 
waiting list or test. $17,840 - 
$69,485. Call 1-602-838-8885. 
EXT. R4904-  
THINK SPRING - Out-going? Well- 
organized? Promote & Escort our 
FLORIDA SPRING BREAK trip. 
GOOD PAY AND FUN. Call 
Campus Marketing. 1-800-423- 
5264.  
$350.00/Day Processing phone 
orders! People call you. NO 
EXPERIENCE NECESSARY. Call 
(refundable) 1-315-733-6062 
Extension P-780.  
EXCELLENT SUMMER * 
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES now 
available for college student and 
graduates with Resort Hotels, 
Cruiselines, Airlines, Amusement 
Parks and Camps. For more 
information and an application; 
write National Collegiate 
Recreation Service; PO Box 8074; 
Hilton Head SC 29938. 
SPRING BREAK 1990 - Individual 
or student organization needed to 
promote our Spring Break trips. 
Earn money, free trips and valuable 
work experience. Apply now!!! Call 
Inter-Campus Programs: 1-800- 
327-6013. 
ATTENTION: EARN MONEY 
READING BOOKS! $32,000/year 
income potential. Details. (1) 602- 
838-8885 EXT. BK4904. 
IFC/Panhellenic 
Dusk Till Dawn Carnival 
Friday October 20th, 10 p.m. - 2 a.m. In the Powell Building 
All proceeds going to Greeks for United Way. 
EVENTS 
• Mock Casino 
• Jail 
> Button Making 
• Twister 
• Win, Lose, or 
Draw 
• Putt - Putt 
• & Many More 
DOOR PRIZES 
' Bengals Tickets 
• Free Tanning 
Packages 
• Dinners at: 
Fridays 
Darryls 
Hyatt Regency 
Florenz 
Many More 
(must be present 
to win) 
HONDA VF00F Interceptor. 
Excellent condition, 9,500 miles, 2 
helmets, $2,750 or best offer. 624- 
6834. 
FOR RENT: Log House with bath. 
12 miles from campus. 745-1035. 
SKYDIVING INSTRUCTIONS. 
Train and Jump the same day for 
only $801 Lackey's Airport. Right 
on Menalaus Road. Sat. and Sun. 
10:00 A.M. Info. (606) 873-4140 
Evenings. 
precision Cuts By 
William Specials- Regular $35 
to $40 perms $30.00 (includes 
cut and style.) Haircuts $8.00 
with free btowdry. Appointments 
are necessary but wafk-ins 
welcome. 624-0088.-Free 
consultations- Nexus products 
available- Mon.-Fit- 9:00 A.M. 
to 8:00 P.M. Located behind 
Pizza Hut 199 Wayne Drive Suite 
« r««t«m Bv-Paas.  
PERSONALS 
: 
Bobby Collins, you make my day. 
#1 Chi O Little Melody — I think 
you're the greatest I Love, Your Big 
Michelle Needy—You're the best 
big and we will be the best btg-n- 
Uttlelll 
I love you. Michele. 
BOO-BOO-BOO-BOO 
MADISON COUNTY GHOST 
RUN, Oct. 28. Starts at 7 p.m. at 
Old Frisch's on Bypass. Win $100 
cash. Come out for a fun night 
drive. You and your friends follow 
clues and signs. Receive a scare 
of your me. Be the one with the 
closest actual mileage and win. 
Cost: $3.00 per person. 
Sponsored by Madison Central 
Football Boosters. CONTACT 
DON GEOROF R23-4897. 
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NEED A LITTLE | 
ROMANCE IN YOUR | 
LIFE? 
1/2 price special!! | 
Mail or drop off $1.00 | 
for a 10 word message 
nst r«r mm m ttttkml —K | 
EASTERN PROGRESS I 
117 DONOVAN ANNEX | 
(Adi m u ii be received by noon 
and* Monday prior 10 publicalioa ' 
Offer expires December S. 1989.) I 
HUNGER 
BANQUET 
Wednesday 
October 25, 
5:30 p.m. at the 
Newman 
Center 
for info, call: 
623-9400 
Proceeds benefit 
Guatemalan Refugee. 
Fall Festival 
October 24, 1989 
Booths are Available 
Entertainment 
Booths 
FREE Ice Cream 
11-4 pm 
For more information contact the 
student government association 
at 622-1724 
n 
You Are Cordially Invited 
To Join Us For Our 
Christmas Open House 
Saturday, Oct. 21, 9 a.m. to 8 p.m. 
Sunday, Oct. 22, 1 to 6 p.m. 
eotf^ 7 Ft. Christmas Trees 
s    JSf $99°° 
G Je?
BQ* 
•*>, 
'
fQ, itemed **v 
.*•» 
«/ 
139 N. Keeneland Dr. 
Exit 90 1-75 
624-0025 
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In tOUCh With nature Progress photo/Charlw Boton 
Dan LeRoy, from Washington and Sue Randall from California take a break from 
class Tuesday away from the Perkins Building. Both of them are on a two week 
seminar about laundry and linen. It is a continuing education class offered by the 
university. 
Health promotion clinic offers 
faculty, staff insight to well-being 
By Larisa Bogardus 
Staff writer 
The Nurse's Health Promotion 
Clinic is now available to the univer- 
sity faculty and staff in an attempt to 
promote health awareness for indi- 
viduals. 
"We offer whatever people would 
like, to be as healthy as possible," said 
Dr. Carol Baugh, associate professor 
of the nursing faculty. 
The Nurse's Health Promotion 
Clinic is free to all faculty and staff and 
is staffed by volunteers from the nurs- 
ing faculty in cooperation with the 
Wellness Center. A range of health- 
related services are off ered on a walk- 
in basis. 
Located in the center on the ground 
floor of the Weaver Building, the clinic 
is open on Wednesdays and Thurs- 
days from 11:30 a.m. to 1 p.m. 
The clinic began several years ago 
in response to the university's grow- 
ing insurance costs, a' result of illness 
and general poor health. 
"We thought that as nursing fac- 
ulty we did have something to offer 
and could help keep them (faculty and 
staff) healthy," Baugh said. 
Originally in the Rowlett Build- 
ing, the clinic moved to Weaver when 
the Wellness Center was established 
last year. 
"Generally, I start out with a life- 
style assessment — what they do to 
stay healthy and any health problems 
they've had," Baugh said. "I usually 
talk a lot about healthful eating. Obe- 
sity can be a real problem in middle 
age." 
The services are optional and in- 
clude blood pressure checks, vision 
screenings, self breast exams, weight 
checks, blood sugar tests, lifestyle 
assessments and advice on eating for 
health. Cholesterol and trigtyceride 
tests cost a nominal fee of S3. 
The nurses perform any of the tests 
the client wants, discuss what the re- 
sults mean and of fer advice to improve 
health. 
"We aren't physical education, 
we're nurses. We know what's 
healthy." Baugh said. "We help to 
motivate people." 
The Wellness Center offers more 
specific help in establishing a fitness 
routine, a variety of health- and fit- 
ness-oriented programs, as well as 
services sim ilar to the clinic. Primarily 
a university service, it also serves as a 
practicum for students in adult fitness. 
"Officially, I'm in charge of super- 
vision, publicizing and scheduling," 
said Mona Holbrook, a graduate assis- 
tant in intramural health education. 
Holbrook andfour other practicum 
students show the exercise machines 
to newcomers and how to operate them. 
They also organize services such as 
stress management clinics, walking 
classes and nutrition seminars. 
"We try to get them more aware of 
their fitness levels and health. We help 
start programs and do what we can to 
help," Holbrook said. 
Under the supervision of Dr. Ha- 
rold Holmes, professor of physical 
education, PHE 333 students help to 
outline fitness programs for specific 
purposes. 
Programs for cardiovascular con- 
ditions and other health problems are 
available, or "if people want to flatten 
their stomaches or tighten their (poste- 
rior), there's* a program for that," 
Holbrook said. 
"A lot of people who come over 
here know what they want," Holbrook 
said. "The facility isopcn to all faculty 
and staff and participation in a pro- 
gram is not required." 
Newcomers usually start with a 
low-key program and then build up. 
While the center is growing more 
popular, Holbrook said the regulars 
want to play it down. 
"They want to come over here and 
find machines available," she said. 
The center has treadmills, Nordic 
skiers, Aerocycles and a variety of 
fitness equipment. Aerobics classes, 
which are open to students, are offered 
at 4:45 p.m. and 7 p.m. daily, although 
the 7 pjn class may be dropped due to 
a lack of participation. 
"I don't think there's much inter- 
est in aerobics anymore," Holbrook 
said. "It's all functional fitness now." 
  .   i  
t           
Before you buy a typewriter 
it pays to do your homework. 
0 ^000 Character Memory 
0 24 Character Display 
0 Insert 
0 Spell-Right* 50,000 Word 
Electronic Dictionary 
0 Full-Line Correction 
0 Correcting Cassette 
0 Right Ribbon System" 
0 WordFind* 
0List 
0 WordEraser* 
0 Auto Center/Return 
0 Relocate 
0 Auto Underscore 
0 End of Page Warning 
0 Dual Pitch 
0 Bi-Directional Print 
0 Stop Codes 
0 Memory Battery Back-Up 
0 Bold Print 
0 Forward/Reverse Index 
0 Auto Half-Space 
Today's assignment is quite simple. And quite 
rewarding Just study the remarkable features of the 
Smith Corona XD 5600 and compare them with 
other typewriters. 
After all, how many comparably priced type- 
writers give you word processing capabilities like 
Display and Memory, so you can edit, revise and 
make your work letter perfect And try and find the 
Spell-Right* 50,000 word Electronic Dictionary 
For more information on thu product, wntf lo Smith Corona 
or Smith Corona Canada, 440 lapxott Road, 
or the exclusive fumble-free Correcting Cassette on 
anything but a Smith Corona typewriter. 
Though we've packed all these features into a 
portable that weighs under 14 pounds, we've been 
able to keep the cost equally lightweight. 
The versatile Smith Corona XD 5600. It makes 
buying a typewriter      fj7pm| SMITH 
the easiest assignment i | CORONIX 
you'll ever have. TOMORRq^Teo**xoGY 
Corporation. 65 Locust Avmue, New Canaan. CT 06840 
Scarborough, Ontano, Canada M1B 1Y4 
pssain Tonight 
15th Annual 
ROCKTOBERFEST 
Brats, Krauts, & Much More!! 
Specials, Prizes, & Suprises 
Don't Miss it.... 
DOLLAR PITCHERS 7-9 
135 EAST MAIN, DOWNTOWN 
NEED  MONEY? 
Caring Types 
Donate Plasma 
Earn $10 on your first visit   V 
$15 on your second visit      ^ 
* Must be in the same week. 
: 
for more information, call... 
RICHMOND PLASMA CENTKH 
125 S. Third St. <>24-U8M 
$2.00 Bonus for new donors. 
Expires Oct. 31, 1989, Out' coupon per donor please 
DON'T BE 
OUT IN THE 
COLD 
THIS 
WEEKEND! 
LEFT 
Just in time for 
EKU Vs. Marshall 
EKU jackets 
Come see us today! 
mnm 
CONNECTION 
Located in the Richmond Mall   623-8260 
|Houn   Won    Sal   lQOOii m -9 OOp m   Sun  12 30 p m - 6 00» if 
20% 
off 
any EKU jacket 
i:,„ 
with coupon 
Exp. 10/22/89 
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Progress photo/ Charlie Bolton 
Painting away 
Bennett Rowe, a university physical plant worker, paints 
some columns in front of Case Hall during the week. 
Teacher awarded drug program grant 
Thompson 
gets $82,000 
for HEA 281 
By Bobbi French 
StafT writer 
After a few beers you might feel 
lightheaded, and your words could start 
to run together. Others watch you and 
laugh — but not Merita Thompson, 
professor of health education. 
Thompson received a grant from 
the federal government to start a drug 
awareness program, "On Campus, 
Talking About Alcohol and Drugs," 
next semester. 
Using the lifestyle risk/reduction 
model, a person who takes this pro- 
gram has shown a decrease in the 
amount of alcohol consumed. 
"I believe we're going to see a 
difference in this program," Thompson 
said. 
"Not that it's going to change over- 
night. It's going to take a long time to 
change the climate on Eastern's cam- 
pus." 
Thompson dislikes the assumption 
that the university is a party school and 
the acceptance of high-level drinking 
among students. 
Merita Thompson 
"When I see a student intoxicated," 
Thompson said, "there'sal ways adeep 
sense of sadness and hope that they 
will make it through this time without 
injury." 
"It takes time to change norms," 
she said, "but I believe this program 
will be a beginning." 
The program will be taught in the 
HE A 281, a general education require- 
ment class which enrolls about 2,000 
students a year. 
After submitting a proposal to the 
federal government for a grant to fund 
a drug abuse prevention program at 
the university, Thompson received a 
check for $82,440. 
The university received the grant 
because the health education faculty 
agreed to devote six full class periods 
to alcohol in the HEA 281 classand 
another two hours to drugs. 
"What they (faculty) agreed to was 
a real open-minded approach," she 
said. 
In the past, the time allotted to 
alcohol in the HEA 281 class was 
fdled with facts of alcohol. "We had 
no research to tell us if that makes any 
difference in a person," Thompson 
said. 
According to Thompson the new 
program will require each student to 
complete a survey at the beginning 
and end of the semester. The survey 
will ask questions about the attitudes 
of alcohol and their consumption level 
of drugs and alcohol. 
Thompson also wants to design a 
way to follow the students beyond 
graduation. 
Not only has her concern for alco- 
hol abuse entered her professional 
career but it has also entered her per- 
sonal life. 
A history of alcoholism in a per- 
son's family "doesn't mean you can 
inherit alcoholism, of course," she said 
"What we're focusing on is choice." 
Because some members of her 
family had a history of alcoholism she 
informed her son about alcohol at an 
early age. 
She told her son, "You have a vul- 
nerability, and you'll always need to 
be aware of this." 
By taking the class, Thompson said 
she wants the students to first know 
their risks. 
"Then given your risks, make deci- 
sions about how much and how often 
you drink," she said. 
As project director of the program, 
Thompson discovered the grant 
through her involvement as chairman 
in the Champion Against Drugs state- 
wide program. She has been involved 
in drug prevention for 22 years. 
In the late 1960s, the focus on alco- 
hol and drugs was on treatment and not 
prevention. 
When the focus on drugs was pre- 
vention, the emphasis was on the high 
school students. 
"I kept saying, we need to start this 
early," Thompson said. "You can 
change those kids early, but if you wait 
till high school, they've already estab- 
lished a lot." 
Thompson said many parents will 
not tell their children about relatives 
who have had alcohol problems 30 
years earlier because the parents are 
afraid the child's image of that person 
will be destroyed. 
"But they miss the point," she said. 
"This might be the most important 
information that child ever gets." 
MEET EASTERN'S NEWEST 
FRATERNITY TONIGHT! 
BBQinthe 
Mule Barn 
Thursday 
October 19 
7:00 p.m. 
RUSH SIG EP! 
For additional information on becoming a founding father in one of 
the nation's leading fraternities contact Todd McElhatton, 622-3855. 
Thursday Night 
.600 Bottle Special, 
.250 Mugs & $2.00 Pitchers 
Monday Night Football 
Pizza from Domino's .500 Bottles 
& Happy Hour all night on Draft 
Stather's Flower shop \ ■~-     1/2Dozen Roses- S 
$2.66 W/Coupon \ 
Expires 10/26/89 ROA-M Oft C 
1630 Big Hill Avenue OACI-U 1 »0 » 
The Sisters 0/ 
Alpha (Zamma 'Delta 
would, tike to thank, everyone who 
helped, make "Gotcfva" a big success. 
A. special thanks to our 
sponsers : 
Campbell House     JimUr Krauss 
Xnrv of Lexington Tinder 
Southern 
Hospitality at its 
best 
no rnupow nreid. \itst ask fur it 
Staaea tm *../ Outfit, ■« j»aM ■ M7MIW 
Hour*: 
11:00 AM  TO   1:00 AM 
FBIDAY AMD SATURDAY TO 2:00 AM 
Richmond 
263 East Main. 
Downtown 
623-2117 
Good for dining room, carry-out and delivery. 
> Accepting Applications untMumumo—mm^umaoHOtit^r, 
3625 Lexington Hd. 
St. Tlottfieivs, JtU. 40207 
502-896-8441 
STUDENT SPECIAL MENU 
Downtown Is 
The Place I 
DR. WILLIAM R. ISAACS 
Optometrist 
DR. C. L. DAVIS 
Optometrist 
DR .WILLIAM T. REYNOLDSl 
 Optometrist 
i Meat Lovers 
I     Pepperoni. Sausage. 
I       Hamburger, Ham, 
and Cheese. 1
 Small 10"        $5.99 
• Medium 12"    $6.99 
I Large 16" $9,99 
tmrn VALID on DIIIK tocm.   CAM 
I 
IT   OUT, 
irat.    eOT   AVAILABLE   Kite   Ml 
|ona couroa oa DISCOUBT.      EW  iooi*e 
, Double-Double 
, Double Cheese Double Pepp 
I Or Double of your favorite 
. Topping. 
Small 10" S3.99 
I Medium 12"     $6 99 | Large 16" $9.99 
eWBH   VAUO OB   DIDIK   HOOK.   CAUT   OUT. 
I HO   OILiroi.    HOT   AVAILABU   KITH   HAT 
I ""■ couroa oa oiacouar.     EXP. I0/314B 
] Royal Feast Pan Pizza| 
,       or any 2 items |9M Pan Pizza 
■ $599 
liy Pan Pizza 
$9.99 
228 W. Main, Richmond Ky.      Open Mon - Sat 8:30 a.m. - 5:00 p.m. 
Insurance Welcome       MirwaMa'ie^1 A» Brana*s of Contacts Medical Cards »«   c© Has €5* 
crs 623-3358 
Soft & Semi-Soft 
Permalens 
Bifocal Contacts 
Member of Kentucky Optometrlc Association 
orrva VAXID oa DIIIK aooM,  CAJLBT OOT. ftAj?A   I 
OeXIVUT.    HOT   AVAILABLE   WITH   AJTT >»■* 7^ 
.ona auto, oa DISCOUNT 
Royalfeast or 
any two item 
10" $4.99 
12" $6.99 
16"       $9.99 
orraa   VALID OB   DIIIK   HOOK,    Ciuut   OUT. 
MO   DILIVU1.   MOT   AVAILAAL1   WIT.   AJ.T 
eras* couroa oa oitcouar.    tjw 10/3140 
i2 Spagetti 
1    Dinner | 
12 Garlic Bread i 
XZ Toss Salad $£ QQ   I 
|orra» VALIO oa omiac torn,   OUT OU- 
ABB   HLIIDI      BO*   AVAILABLE   »1TH   ABT 
OTBBl   cuirua   O.   0I1COUBT. Xl>   10CTWI ^~"" 
Two Lasagna 
Dinner w/2 
Garlic Bread 
2 Toss Salad 
1 Liter Coke $7.95 
rrm VALID oa DIBIBS BOOB,  CAUI OUT,        O 
OAXIVBBf.    BOT   AVAILABU   am   ABV 
■ couroa oa DIKOOKT.    EXP- 'OBi-ai 
■ orr 
'ABB 
Movie 
"ontinued from Front page) 
number is (212) 512-1206," she said. 
At a recent meeting, the Richmond 
City Commission voted to send a letter 
to Ccntel requesting them not to show 
"The Last Temptation of Christ" 
"The City Commission and the 
mayor were dissatisfied and did not 
approve of the cable company show- 
ing it," Commissioner Bill Strong said. 
"It (the letter) didn't say they (Centel) 
couldn't show it. 
"I think with all the stir up, it's 
going to make people want to see it 
Just like telling a child not to do some- 
thing, and they do it" Strong said. 
However, Winkle said Tuesday 
that Centel has not received the com- 
mission's letter. 
"We haven't seen a letter from the 
commission. We did see in the news- 
paper where they were going to send 
one, but I haven't seen a letter," she 
said. 
Winkle said Centel cannot do any- 
thing about the movie being shown on 
Cinemax. 
"We do not control the program- 
ing," she said. "We subscribe to the 
service just like they do. 
"As a cable company, we have a 
contract with the programers to carry 
their programs. We do not have the 
option to choose what they show, nor 
do we have the option to block out" 
Still, some people in Richmond 
think the movie should not be shown 
regardless of the situation. 
"First of all, I think the movie is 
stupid and shouldn't have been made 
in the first place," said Donna Mills, a 
Richmond resident. "The reason I think 
Cinemax shouldn't show it is because 
it gives incorrect historical facts about 
Christ's life." 
Winkle said she understands the 
movie is emotional to some, but ex- 
plained that the director told consum- 
ers that the movie was a fictional ac- 
count when it was first released. 
TV Spotlight, a Kentucky cable 
listing, gives the movie a three star 
rating. It describes the movie as the 
life of Jesus who "is portrayed as a 
troubled man, torn between the spirit 
and the flesh. Directed by Martin 
Scorsese. Adult situation, language, 
nudity, violence." 
"We are really sorry that our cus- 
tomers have been upset" Winkle said. 
"The odd part about it is that most of 
the people that have complained to us 
about the programing do not have 
Cinemax." 
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Helpi ng OUt Progreae pnotcVLMHa Young 
University student Angel Neil was involved in a car wreck Wednesday afternoon on 
Lancaster Ave. Neil ran into a car driven by Bryan Pace who is also a university 
student. 
Mayor 
(Continued from Front page) 
Even though the primary results 
favored Durham and indicated that 
she was the popular choice for mayor. 
Baker said the results from that elec- 
tion are misleading. 
"She wasn't that popular. She's 
not that popular," Baker said. 
Baker said Durham won the pri- 
mary election by "misleading the 
people and playing political tricks." 
Baker went on to say "I have a 1 SO 
signed statements by voters in this city 
who said that Ann L. Durham or some- 
one working for Ann L. Durham paid 
them from $5 to $20 a piece for their 
votcs in the May primary election and 
those have been turned over to the 
state police, and the stale police is now 
making an investigation in to this vote 
fraud/vole buying." 
Sergeant Steve O' Daniel from the 
Kentucky Stale Police Special Investi- 
gation office in Lexington, Ky., said 
"yes, we are doing an inquiry about 
Mayor Baker's allegations" concern- 
ing the voting in the primary election. 
O' Daniel said he had no further 
comment at this time concerning the 
investigation. 
Durham said she would not com- 
ment on anything that would lead to a 
negative type campaign or say any- 
thing negative toward her opponent 
But she said she did not buy any 
voles nor has anyone in her campaign 
bought any votes during the primary 
election. Durham said she welcomes 
the investigation and that she will 
cooperate fully with the authorities. 
Durham said she doesn't know 
how long the investigation has been 
going nor has anyone contacted her 
yet and she views this accusation by 
Baker as a"desperate attempt" to make 
a strong showing for the Nov. 7 elec- 
tion. 
Even though Baker lost the pri- 
mary election, he said he is very con- 
fident that he will do well during the 
Nov. 7 election. 
Baker has stressed the industrial 
development of Richmon and his rec- 
ord on plans to put water back in Lake 
Reba throughout his campaign. 
He said he has been working on the 
Lake Reba project for over six years 
and as of June 12, the Department of 
Fish and Wildlife has agreed to furnish 
$714,000 to do some construe lion work 
to get water in Lake Reba. 
Another issue Baker said he was 
concerned with was the underage 
drinking problem in Richmond. 
Baker said he is in favor of passing 
an ordinance that would prohibit any- 
one under 21 from going into a bar, 
and he would like the city to get rid off 
the reputation of being a party town. 
Durham said she does support the 
state law that prohibits anyone under 
21 from purchasing alcohol, but she 
also said people who are 18 or older 
should be allowed to go into a public 
bar. 
Baker, who has been a real estate 
developer and owns the Baker Build- 
ing Company Inc., served as a city 
commissioner from 1984 to 198S and 
was elected mayor of Richmond in 
1985. Baker and his wife. Ruth, cur- 
rently live at 518 Baker Court 
He said that Durham does not have 
the background or experience to be 
mayor of Richmond. 
But Durham said her business 
experience will provide the leadership 
she feels that the city of Richmond is 
lacking. 
Durham, who is running for public 
office for the first time, lives on Bel 
Air Drive with her husband, Rondall. 
They have three adult children. 
Her business experience, which 
she said covers 30 years of experience, 
includes being president of LeeCounty 
Land Company, president of Pinnacle 
Land Company, vice president of 
Home Tobacco Warehouse, part- 
owner of H.F. Hicks Home Lumber, 
part-owner of Lee County Land 
Company and part-owner of Pinnacle 
Land Company. 
Durham said one of the problems 
with Richmond is the lack of leader- 
ship from city hall, and she said that 
the last four years in Richmond have 
been "stagnant" She said she would 
like to strengthen the relationship be- 
tween the university and the commu- 
nity. 
c-: IMI 
(Continued from Frontpage) 
slower than any other staff I've had," 
Harrell said. "I feel good about where 
the staff is, and we're certainly not in 
a panic situation." 
According to- Harrell, about 10 
students are now on the staff and are 
working on schedule. 
"We have a good staff who's 
working hard and is making good 
progress. In producing a book like 
this, in steps along the way, you are 
going to encounter problems and that's 
part of the learning process," Harrell 
said. 
Anama said she was shocked to be 
named editor because she just trans- 
ferred from the University of Louis 
ville last spring and had minimal year- 
book experience. 
"We're going crazy trying to get 
pictures," she said. "We're not too far 
from deadline, and we didn't have any 
pic lures, so now every body has started 
picking up the camera. 
"We've still got six or seven people 
on staff willing lock) whatever it iakes 
to get the job done. I'm going to do 
everything that needs to be done. I'm 
not an authority figure, but am trying 
tokeepeverybody informed about what 
is going on." 
According to Harrell, the new staff 
is meeting its deadlines 
"We have a series of four dead- 
lines and right now this staff is as far 
toward meeting the first deadline as 
any one I've had," Harrell said. 
The 288-page yearbook should be 
delivered in late April and will be dis- 
tributed from Hemdon Lounge in the 
Powell Building. 
The Milestone is financed through 
picture fees, student fees and a direct 
allocation from the university. The 
yearbook receives $40,000 a year from 
the university to produce the book. 
Part of the $40,000 is made up of the 
student activities fee. The Milestone's 
budget also has an allocation of $5 
dollars per semester per full-time stu- 
dent 
"We've got a theme — A New 
Attitude," Anama said. "Considering 
everything that's happened, we have 
to take a new attitude. The book is 
gonna come out and it's gonna be 
good." 
Textt lit • • 
(Contained from Front page) 
The original motion to act against 
reselling desk copies was brought be- 
fore the senate by Dr. Guenler Schuster, 
a professor of biology in the spring. 
Schuster's proposal stated two rea- 
sons for adopting a policy. 
"One of them was for security rea- 
sons — to get the book buyers out of 
our department" Schuster said. "The 
other was for ethical reasons; there is 
just something that isn't quite right 
with writing a publisher for a free copy 
of a book and selling it for profit" 
Some of the books that are resold, 
Schuster said, are unsolicited and un- 
wanted by the instructors and there- 
fore the teachers see nothing wrong 
with selling them. 
Schuster said the solicitors were 
generally looking for books that served 
big classes so dealers could capitalize 
on high volume sales at discount rates. 
"Some are very persistent." 
Schuster said. "Some of them would 
actually walk over to my bookcase and 
say, 'Come on, you can't toll me that 
none of these books are for sale.'" 
Mike Dew of Knoxville, Tenn., a 
sales representative for Brooks/Cole 
Publishing.a subsidiary of Wadsworth 
Publishing, said the problems do not 
belong solely to the publishers and au- 
thors. 
He said that publishers often send 
first printings to instructors as desk 
copies and these books are not as high 
in quality as second printings. 
This means that students who buy 
these books are often buying books 
with errors. 
Dew said that a bookstore at the 
University of Kentucky refused to take 
a first edition of a book off its shelves 
even after being warned that the bind- 
ing was coming apart on most of them. 
"What ultimately happened was 
that you had a bunch of students walk- 
ing around with books that were liter- 
ally falling apart in their hands," Dew 
said. 
Dr. Susan Willis, chairwoman of 
faculty senate, said the senate' s exec u- 
tive committee plans to discuss the 
resale of free textbooks at its Monday 
meeting. 
She said the committee will look 
into having the bookstores and faculty 
police themselves to try to get rid of 
the problem. 
"In order for us to be effective," 
she said, "we're going to have to get it 
stopped at both places." 
Bluegrass Scouting Alliance • EKU 
Just what is the "Bluegrass Scouting Alliance Club" 
anyway?? 
Tha Bluagrui Scoring Alara Club (BGSA) ii a 
studsnt/stafl/tecuity dub ol -future (coming laadarr al EKU. Wava been 
around iinca 1978   It was organtzad than a* now tor tour reasons: 
Ona. to kaap rhoss Inlaraatad In tha programs of aoouflng Involved aj 
leaders, altnar back homa or (hopatuty) In tie Richmond ana. Not a* "boy 
scouts", but rather at toy scout leaders" (We cell thee* people "ScomersT. 
Two, to alow those unable or unwtang to serve as Scouts before to 
become Involved-at their own level ol Involvement In Scoring. This allows 
those with little or no access to Scoring before to become exposed to toe 
program now. 
Three, to aHow those Interested in the profession of Scoring (There are 
about 7.500 paid employees of Scoring out toere) to "many up* with those 
making Scouting a career, again either hare In this area or back horn*. 
Former volunteers make great career Scoutersl 
Four, to allow al of tooaa Interested InScoring to meet together and give 
quality service to the University and to tha Richmond srea 
(Scoring Is an equal opportunity program. Woman can do the same 
things that men canll) 
Want to be a part o< this exdUng way to serve Scouting while at EKU? 
Then write lo: 
BGSA Reorganization Committee 
Box 2. Commonwealth Hall/EKU 
Richmond, KY 40475 
•   •*••• 
Now if s your turn to be true to your school — the wlnningest 
NCAA Division l-AA football program in America. Cast your 
ballot to elect the Ail-Time, Ail-Star Football Team. To vote, 
simply circle names from the nominees listed below, or write-in 
your favorite players. Sony, current EKU players am net 
eligible. Return your ballot to RITZYS on the Eastern By-Pass, or 
drop it In the marked entry baftels. posted at each EKU home 
football game. Winners will be announced October 28th at the 
Homecoming Game. The entire All-Tlme. Ail-Star Team will be 
invited back for an awards ceremony to kickoff the 1990 EKU 
Football Season. The nominees listed were chosen for their 
oustanding athletic achievements. However, write-in 
nominations are accepted. 
Use this ballot or pick one up at RITZVS or the EKU game this weekend. 
1960 MENU 
PRICES! 
All Price* Rolled Back to 1060 Prices!! 
Jerry Burger Only 
30 Cents! 
Fish and Chips 
Dinner Only $1! 
Tuna Fish Sandwich 
Only 35 Cents! 
Spaghetti Dinner 
Only 90 Cents! 
Chicken Dinner 
Only$l! 
B.L.T. Sandwich 
Only 45 Cents! 
FAMILY RESTAURANTS 
Monday October 30th 
6 a.m. - 11 p.m.      623-1706 
IJOCATED ON THE EASTERN BY PASS   DINE IN ONLY 
Defensive Ends votefo.2 
Richard Bell (1979-82) 
Charles Keller (1981-84) 
Alex Kiakwoski (1949 52) 
John Kllnoer (1984-87) 
Edlojkey(1975-78) 
Sol Morchese( 1955-58) 
Chris Roberts (1975-78) 
lorn Shetler( 1965-68) 
Chuck Siemon (1964-67) 
Jessie Small (1985*8) 
Fred Wlnscher (1951-54) 
Defensive Tackles vote for 2 
Miller Anttt( 1965-68) 
Wolfy Chambers (1969-72) 
Fred Darling (1938-41) 
Junior Hardln (1972-75) 
Aaron Jones (1984-87) 
Buddy Moor (1977-80) 
Bobby Payne (1974-77) 
James Shelton (1977-80) 
Randy Taylor (1979-82) 
Harold Torrens (1984-87) 
Linebackers vote for 2 
James Croudep (1969-72) 
Alex Dominguer (1979*2) 
Fred Harvey (1983*6) 
David HKI (1980-83) 
Bob Mctntyre (1976-79) 
Jim Moberty (1965-68) 
Bob Muller (1951-54) 
Ron Reed (1964-67) 
Rich Thomas (1970-73) 
Poul Wright (1945-48) 
Noseguord vote tor 1 
Eugene Bonks (1984-87) 
Mike McShane (1980*3) 
Joe Richard (1976-79) 
Ston Roberts (1971-74) 
Teddy Taylor (1966*9) 
Defensive Bocks vote for 4 
Charles Brunson (1977*0) 
Danny Cooekjnd (1984*7) 
Kelly Cutright (1985*8) 
George Floyd (1979-82) 
Steve Frommeyer (1974-77) 
Ted Green (1967-70) 
Myron Guyton (1985*8) 
Carl Howard (1957-60) 
Anthony Jones (1961*4) 
HanyLenz( 1964-67) 
Danny Martin (1976-79) 
Anthony Miller (1974-77) 
Jackie Miller (1969-72) 
Gus Porks (1979*2) 
Buddy Pfoadt (1963*6) 
James Porter (1968-71) 
Lynn Ray (1964*7) 
Mike Smith (1963*6) 
Pat Smith (1983*6) 
Fred Young (1973-76) 
Kicker stole for 1 
Earl Cody (1972-75) 
Dale Dowson (1983*6) 
David Floras (1976-79) 
Jamie Lovett (1980*3) 
Waft Murphy (1965*8) 
Wide Receivers vote tor 2 
Steve B*d (1979*2) 
David Bodze (1977*0) 
Elmo Boyd (1973-76) 
Mike Codore (1985*8) 
Tony James (1981*4) 
Larry KJrksey( 1969-72) 
Aaron Marsh (1964*7) 
Jim Nelson (1974-77) 
Jerry Parish (1978*1) 
John Revere (1971-74) 
John Tazel (1965-68) 
Offensive Tackles vote ic 2 
Mike Bobek (1980*3) 
Keith Bosiey (1982*5) 
Bill Brewer (1965*8) 
David Dlhrkop (1978*1) 
Robyn Hattey (1972-75) 
Randy Heoberim (1974-77) 
John Jockson (1984*7) 
Oarryl Lawson (1977*0) 
Frank Nassldo (1951-54) 
Joe S*>odaflno (1982*5) 
Offensive Guard vote for 2 
Joe AMno (1973-76) 
Kevin Grave (1978*1) 
Byron mgrom (1983*6) 
Jerry Johns(1951-54) 
Mike KeHey( 1985-88) 
Eddie Miller (1956-59) 
Carl Oakley (1950-53) 
Roscoe Perkins (1962*5) 
Cart Ptantholt (1946-49) 
Fred Troike (1965-68) 
Tailback vote for 1 
Jimmy Brooks (1968- 71) 
Jimmy Chlttum (1959*2) 
Jomes Crawford (1985*7) 
Don Daty (1951-54) 
EkoyHorrls(1985.87*8) 
Scott McAllister (1972- 75) 
AMnMHIer (1976-79) 
Chartes Schuster (1939-42) 
Everett "Poo Loo" Tolbert (1973-76) 
Alfred Thompson (1970-73) 
Terence Thompson (1980*3) 
Fullback Vote for 1 
Bob Beck (1965*8) 
Butch Evans (1967-70) 
Vic Porks (1983*6) 
Dale Patton (1976-79) 
Nicky Yeast (1979*2) 
Center vote for 1 
COLONEL COMBO 
A juicy-hot Ritzy 
burger, crispy shoestring 
fries, and a 16 oz Pepsi— 
if s the all-time favorite! 
Cheese extra Tax not Included Not 
valid with any other coupons or 
special offers One coupon per 
customer Richmond Ritzy's only Offer 
expires Od 31.1989 
ri®0 
Joe Groybeol (1956-59) 
Lorry Koelin (1968- 71) 
Roosevelt KeMy (1973-76) 
David Neol (1976-79) 
JoeSchipske (1977-80) 
Chns Sullivan (1981*4) 
Tight End vote for 1 
Oscar Angulo (1965*8) 
Tron Armstrong (1979*2) 
Dan Buehier (1967-70) 
Tom Schutte( 1952-55) 
James WHson (1968-71) 
Quarterback vote tor 1 
Jim Guice (1966-68) 
Ernie House (1973-76) 
BUI Hughes (1976-79) 
Chris Isooc (1978*1) 
Roy Kldd (1950-53) 
JW  Spider" Thurman (1937-40) 
Mike Whltaker (1985-86) 
Tuck WocJum (1979-82) 
Return Specialists vote for 2 
Mike Codore (1985*8) 
Danny Copeland (1983*6) 
George Royd (1978-81) 
Tony James (1980*3) 
Aaron Marsh (1964*7) 
Jerry Parrish (1978*1) 
James Porter (1968-71) 
John Revere (1971-74) 
Punters vote tot 1 
Jeff Johnson (1985*8) 
Fred Matins (1962-65) 
Bob Ptotts (1965*7) 
Rick Sang (1976-79) 
John Sebest (1954-57) 
Tom Gaebkw (1968-71) 
I 
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MBADILS 
Happy Hour 4-7 Every Day 
.35* Mugs & $2.00 Pitchers 
Don't forget our 
50 <• Wednesday! 
1. Marshall at Eastern Ky. 
Sweetest Day -   October 21 
SFvop Special 
1/2 dz. Sweetheart Roses 
$12.95 
VJILL/4G6I 
FLORIST m.33t 8.6 
125 S. Third      — ~ m ^ 
•Downtown next to the bus station llaiwJl    ■imp 
* Homecoming - Oct. 28 
* HallowMfi - Oct 31 
* Christmas Opon HOUM - 
Nov. 11-12th 
, 
623-0340 
WIN $20 CASH IN THE PROGRESS' 
CONTEST RULES 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
TO PARTICIPATE: STUDY EACH OF THE ADVERTISERS BLOCKS ON THIS PAGE. NOTE THE 
GAME FEATURED IN THE BLOCK AND PICK YOUR WINNER. WRITE THE NAME OF TEAM YO U 
THINK WILL WIN WITH THE ADVERTISERS NAME FEATURING IT IN THE NUMERICAL ORDER 
THEY ARE WRITTEN . USE THE CONVENIENT FORM BELOW OR A FACSIMILE. 
BRING IN ALL ENTRIES BY 5 P.M. FRIDAY TO ROOM 117 OF THE DONOVAN ANNEX BUILDING 
(DOWN THE HILL FROM ALUMNI PARKING LOT) LATE ENTRIES NOT ACCEPTED. 
FIRST PLACE PRIZE OF $20 WILL BE AWARDED TO THE PERSON WITH THE MOST CORRECT 
GAME PREDICTIONS. IF TWO OR MORE PEOPLE TIE FOR GAMES CORRECTLY PREDICTED 
THE TIE BREAKING GAME BOX (GUESS TOTAL NUMBER OF POINTS IN GAME) WILL BE USED. 
ONLY ONE ENTRY PER PERSON PER WEEK. CONTEST WILL RUN UNTIL NCAA TOURNEY PLAY. 
NO PURCHASE NECESSARY. REMINDER-THE DEADLINE IS 5 P.M. FRIDAY AFTER PUBLICATION 
2. Louisiana St. at Kentucky 
Medium Order of French Fries 
with the purchase of any 
McRib® Sandwich 
Just present your Gimme A Break Card" at either 
Richmond McDonald's* (or valuable offers all year. 
V.W .< McDonnell 
Richmond, KY 
• 1989 McDonald's Corp 
GOOD TIME. 
GREAT TASTE. 
FILL IN THIS ENTRY FORM OR A FACSIMILE 
NAME 
ADDRESS 
PHONE 
f       TIE BREAKER 
Marshall at Eastern Ky. 
TOTAL POINTS _ 
—> 
GAME WINNER 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
ADVERTISER 
1. 
2. 
3- 
4. 
5. 
6. 
/. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11.                                                             11. 
Meet Coach Kidd Every Thursday At 7 P.M. 
EASTERN BY-PASS     624-2884 
FAST FEAST       dJO  QQ 
Lunch & Evening Buffet *Pfc«wW 
All You Can Eat At 
One Low Price 
with this coupon 
* PIZZA * SPAGATTI * 
BREADSTICKS * DUTCH 
APPLE PIE PIZZA * 
GARLIC CHEESE STICKS' 
FRESHLY TOSSED 
GARDEN SALAD * 
Limit two per coupon 
Served 7 Days a Week       11 A.M. - 2 P.M. & 5 P.M. -8 P.M. 
AND AUTO SERVICE CENTERS y 
4 TIRES ROTATED AND BALANCED 
INCLUDES FREE BRAKE INSPECTION 
$19.89 
With Student I.D. 
920 COMMERCIAL DR. 
RICHMOND, KY 40475 623-2800 
3. Louisville at Tuba 4. Austin Peay at Middle Tennessee 5. Morehead at Tennessee St. 
24 HOUR TANNING 
Wolff Systems 
WE SUPPORT E.K.U.   FOOTBALL! 
GO COLONELS! 
623-8813 
Thrifty Dutchman 
230 Eastern By-Pass 
A GREAT PLACE 10 BUY TIRES • A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES • A GRFAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES 
Electronic Tunt-Up with SUN Diagnostic Computer 
Wsl nM new Mugs. Ml kmro. MM* 
ft—1, C wemabit). amiyn ■*■«■* 
»fi SUN cowawMi    Add 14 tor ten 
ame qnnor> ptm try addisy* pern 
Most CM and tght rucW HWIZE 
Auto Parts ft Service Center 
531 Big Hill Avenue. Richmond 
624-2990 
OPEN SUNDAY 
12:30-530 
4 cylinder 
6 cylinder 
8 cylinder 
Thinking About Spring Break ? 
PLAN NOW !!! 
Cruises 
JJ .. Front Disc Brakes 
^ 
Heavy Duly Muffler 
zxxrz so-i 95 
md IgM Trucks 
1-tU i'c Fir.i 
(21 
AH Exhaust Pipes 40% Off 
CwMONROE-MATIC SHOCKS 
vw :rr„ HI 
•i tSs*  A.i i- i-       ' 
88 
■vwi itst pas* isaa. add rasdad 
iked, rapad ayttP" and road MM. 
'(■MM aajaa* MM I pm niMsfc: pMi 
•m) Most can and kgN vvcu 
$49 88 
Automatic Transmission Service 
f>sw tfSMl AS* Mar. ratal mm ■aramatort *ua) 
naw pan oasfeai Mou can and torn tucM Son* iroti 
we* d"« an '34 88 
Pro Gauge" 
Oil Filters 
Air Filters 
2" 
359 Prices good thru Sal., Sept. 16, 1989 
Open Sundays 1230 to 530 
A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES ■ A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES -A GREAT PLACE TO BUY TIRES 
Jamaica 
DaMtorva 
'woe 
Cancun        Cozumet 
Call Now   Space Limited 
Village Travel 
124 S. Keeneland Dr. 
624-9175 . 
6. Akron at Murray St. 7. Tennessee vs. Alabama 0. Auburn at Florida St. 
■arweaSaWSfnai 
Ribeye Steak Dinner 
5/1      f_|f_|        >fm* «»»«•«'-«—'« 
OMUh,lDl,lll 
Eima n-iMt BONANZA 
Luncheon Freshtastiks® Food Bar 
$2»99 "3E" ss 
BONANZA. ~ 
Daarai seal « n"m»i s— 
mim-4| 
IIIHl 
Luncheon Chopped Steak 
$1.99 *se 
BONANZA 
0"* aatalai eajai ceaei <* O<M» V* ho 
»——t *» f* — «"» <*» <*» 
SMS MM ■ M 11 tm ■ < em 
FYEWEAR STYLE SHOW 
to a Tura eyewear 
style show. Receive a free 
personal consultation from 
a TUra eyewear prufrssional 
and set* thr difference! 
Madison Optical Co 
240 Geri Lane   623-0303 
[Time: 11 am - 7 pm 
Date: Oct 26 
You just can't stop yourself 
With aS-you-can-Ml ofc 
Fluffy Pan call •• • Scrambled Eggs 
* Crispy Bacon • Spicy 
Sausage * Warm BlacuHa Gravy * 
Fraah Fruit« Homaetyte 
Haahbrowna • And Moral 
II Saj Bays *B-Y«y Can ft * irtlnl 1 a— 
Bar.|aj»ajea>S>lMsaayaaMBB *■■**•■,***> 
12-i-aa 
«r - 
$.50 ^.SMaai. 
-U—% prtc In M- 
•^•M QOaxJ Si FBCTWVaatiQ arvy 
iMMManalaMOr. ... IfZSri^.jJfcwf, '»* 
Iff! 
$.50 ailSnaklaatSat 
•alanlaaktl 
■ Una 
9. Central Florida at Georgia Southern 10. U. of Southern California at Notre Dame 11. Tennessee Tech at Western Ky. 
Last Week's Winner Was 
Maria Hood! Maria picked 10 games correctly and predicted 38 points for the tie breaker. This is Maria's second win In a row! 
Arts/Entertainment: B 2-3 
Activities: B 4-5 
Sports: B 6-8 Campus Living Section October 19,1989 B 
Student Entrepreneurs: business as usual 
By Tom Puckett 
" Features Editor 
Things arc working out just fine for Terry 
TroutL 
A 28-year-old pre-med student from 
Knoxville, Tenn., Troutt was busy completing 
his fust degree in computer information systems 
when he and longtime friend, Jeff Traylor 
decided to turn (heir life experiences into a 
profit-seeking venture. 
Both had been working out at various 
gyms in the Richmond area for a long time, and 
they occasionally found themselves dissatisfied 
with the service they got there. 
Troutt said he arid Traylor talked about the 
idea for a little over a year before they decided 
to turn a dream into action. 
In September 1986, the new entrepreneurs 
used their money to create Olympus Fitness 
Center, a seven-day-a-week exercise club that 
offers members access to free weights and 
machines as well as supplementary instruction 
and tanning beds. 
"We're not getting rich," he said, "but we 
don't have problems meeting our bills, either." 
The partners managed to pay off their bank 
loans earlier this year and now face only the 
payments on the equipment they've leased 
since opening. 
The partners have looked into several 
different business opportunities since their gym 
took off, but never decided on another 
appropriate joint venture. 
Troutt is not so sure that he wants to 
expand his business horizons at this point 
He has plans to attend medical school and 
become a doctor, and he realizes that plan may 
call for his relocation away from Richmond. 
Nevertheless, Troutt said, the experience 
of running his own business has been an 
invaluable one. 
"My true desire lies in medicine," he said. 
"But a doctor is an entrepreneur, really. He 
runs his own office and sets his own fees. So 
this has been something I'll be able to use in the 
future." 
Billy Ball is 22 years old and has about a 
year to go when he returns to the 
university in January to finish his degree in 
business administration. 
He's had to take some time off from school 
to devote his attention to bigger things: he's 
running the pizza delivery service he owns and 
operates as part of the "Tom's Pizza" chain. 
Originally from Ashland, Ball said he had 
been in Richmond for more than a year before 
he ever gave any thought to opening a pizza 
franchise. 
"I looked at the competition," Ball said, 
"and I saw that they were overcharging students 
for the product, because they knew they were 
probably going to get by with it I'm a student 
and I know how they have to deal with certain 
problems; I know sometimes there can be a 
shortage of funds." 
Ball got in touch with his former employer 
and neighbor Tom Scott, co-owner of the 
Ashland-based chain of Tom's pizza outlets. 
Ball had a contact and an opportunity, but 
ffiETEEel 
Progress photos/ Charlie Bolton 
Mike Rice, above, runs an auto-rental service in Richmond. 
Above Right, Billy Ball prepares to deliver a pizza. Bottom 
Right, Terry Troutt pauses in between workouts. 
to finance the project he had to seek out the 
services of a private investor—a silent partner 
who invested $30,000 in Ball's project for the 
promise of repayment in full and a permanent 
30 percent share of the company's net worth. 
"We shopped around a lot," Ball said of his 
start-up efforts. "I didn't go out and buy all 
brand-new equipment, and Ididn'tgo buy it all 
in one place." 
He rented a building that had been used to 
house two record stores in the past and moved 
his equipment in. 
"I've always heard people say, 'It takes 
money to make money,' " Ball said. "Well. 
that's not completely true. There's plenty of 
investors out there who are willing to take a 
chance if they think they can make some 
money with you." 
"You've got to find somebody in that 
position," he said, "and then you have to take 
him a proven idea that you know will work." 
Ball said representing yourself well is the 
most crucial step in getting investors and others 
to believe in you new business. 
"You've got to be willing to take a few 
chances," he said, "and you've got to get out 
and try.If you just sitaround at home, nobody's 
going to come around and say 'Here's $30,000 
to get your business started.'" 
Mike Rice received a degree in 
marketing in December 1988, but he 
did it while he was running his own 
business. 
Rice is the owner of Rent-a-Wreck on Big 
Hill  Avenue; he started the business in 
September 1984, when he was carrying a full 
load of 15 hours of classes. 
Rice's father had purchased a Rent-a- 
Wreck franchise in 1980. Rice, a Richmond 
native, bought the franchise from his father in 
1984, after be graduated from high school. 
Rice said starting college and his own 
business at the same time presented some 
unique problems. 
"My grades weren't very flattering at first" 
he said. "It took me about two years to 
understand how to break down my schedule 
into work and study hours. 
"But I wouldn't have had it any other way," 
he said. "I'm thankful I've had an opportunity 
to provide for myself. 
"Everyone knows people who are in higher 
places, and it's only common sense to let them 
help you out if they can." 
"There are two things everybody has to 
have if they want to get ahead," he said, 
"whether that's starting a business or whatever 
else they want to do: you have to have a 
checking account, so that you do business with 
a bank and build up a relationship with the 
bank.'' 
"And you have to have good credit" he 
said." That helped me more than anything. If a 
student gets out of college with a good degree, 
and they go out and start making $18,000 to 
$20,000 a year, but have no credit history, 
they're going to get a real shock to their ego." 
What does he see as the brightest point of 
being an entrepreneur? 
"The biggest advantage," he said, "is that 
you don't have to show up at a certain time." 
How to become a collegiate tycoon 
By Tom Puckett 
Features editor 
So you think you've got a good idea for 
running your own business? 
Whether your business idea involves a major 
retail outlet or crafting and selling dried flowers 
in your garage, there are myriad pitfalls just 
waiting to foil the start-up entrepreneur. 
The best way to stay out of trouble is to be 
prepared for it and there are a number of 
resources available to help the would-be tycoon: 
The Small Business Administration is 
the most complete, integrated system of 
resources available to entrepreneurs anywhere. 
The SBA reports that there are about 13 
million Americans presently engaged in some 
sort of entrepreneurial activity, and the number 
of small businesses in this country has increased 
by more than 60 percent over the last decade. 
Theoretically, SBA has the resources to 
assist and service each of those small 
businesspersons on a fairly regular basis. 
The Louisville district office is staffed by a 
team of experts trained to consider loan 
applications, offer management assistance and 
suggest solutions to licensing, franchising, 
permit and finance problems. 
The SBA is also a major source of start-up 
capital for entrepreneurs, offering several 
different types of business loans up to SI 55,000, 
and they can also guarantee up to $500,000 in 
loans from private sources. 
Applicants for SBA loans must by law, 
first seek financing from other sources. 
The Service Corps of Retired Executives 
(SCORE) is a national organization coordinated 
by the SBA. About 12,000 retired business 
executives participate in the program, offering 
free, ongoing counseling services to present 
and prospective small-business owners. 
Kentucky Small Business Development 
Center, also sponsored by the SBA, offers 
personalized business consulting services and 
related training programs through a network of 
offices, the closest of which is located on the 
campus of the University of Kentucky. Any 
small business or individual can request 
assistance from the SBDC, which lists among 
its objectives: "To encourage and assi st qualified 
socially and economically disadvantaged 
entrepreneurs to start small business 
enterprises." 
The Small Business Institute program has 
offices on 530 campuses across the nation, and 
this university is one of them. SBI provides in- 
depth management counseling to existing small 
businesses, using the services of teams of 
graduate-level business students. 
The Richmond Chamber or Commerce. 
If you plan to start a business in this area, you 
cannot avoid getting all the information 
available on local zoning, tax, health and safety 
regulations. The Chamber of Commerce is a 
central link in the business information network 
and offers a free informational handout titled 
"Six Steps to Starting Your Own Business." 
Government Publications. Go to the 
library and pick up a Consumer Information 
Catalog, distributed free by the U.S. 
Government The catalog lists a number of 
manuals and guidebooks, none of which cost 
more than $2.50. Among them — "Financial 
Management How to Make a Go of Your I 
Business" and Starting and "Managing a [ 
Business from Your Home." 
General publications. The library carries I 
a number of helpful titles for the start-up I 
entrepreneur in general and some designed I 
especially to help college students. "Making I 
College Pay," by Jon E. Carson and "Thej 
Harvard Entrepreneurs Society's Guide to I 
Making Money  are recommended. 
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Arts/Entertainment 
Censorship sets back artistic freedom 
By Joe Griggs 
Contributing writer 
The National Endowment for the 
Arts probably seemed like a great idea 
at first. 
All the poor, struggling artists who 
broke their backs just for a little bit of 
exposure could get some assistance 
from the government in displaying 
and perfecting their crafts so they could 
finally get the fulfillment they had 
worked toward all their lives. 
Well, it has not exactly worked out 
that way. Now, since Congress has 
approved restrictions on "obscene*'art, 
starving artists can still get assistance 
from the government — as long as 
they do it the way Uncle Sam wants 
them to. 
The controversy about government 
funding of "obscene" art began when 
Rep. Jesse Helms and some of his 
conservative buddies were offended 
earlier this year by two government- 
funded displays. 
The displays included one by pho- 
tographer Robert Mapplethorpe that 
illustrated unusual homosexual acts 
Opinion 
and another by Andreas Serrano of a 
crucifix submerged in a jar of urine. 
The government does not deem this 
as "censorship'' because artists are still 
free to create whatever art they please; 
they just won't get any help from the 
government if Jesse Helms thinks their 
works are no-no's. 
If there are going to be any deci- 
sions made about what an does or does 
not deserve to be funded, it should be 
the artists, not the government. The 
National Endowment of the Arts was 
formed to help artists create art 
And what is art? Art is self-expres- 
sion. It is the artist's view of the world. 
How can art truly be creative if restric- 
tions exist? 
What the Congress is doing is black- 
mailing artists. Do it our way or starve. 
And if they are going to adopt that 
attitude, they should cut funding from 
all art. Better yet, they should have 
never developed the program in the 
first place. 
Besides, who is to say what is ob- 
scene? Jesse Helms? If every fair and 
open-minded person in the country 
could eliminate everything they con- 
sidered obscene, Jesse Helms' holier- 
than-thou caboose probably would 
have been shipped back to North Caro- 
lina years ago. 
And the fact that the photograph of 
the crucifix submerged in urine cre- 
ated so much of a stir is further proof 
that anyone who believes there is actu- 
ally a separation between church and 
state is fooling himself. Many laws on 
the books are there simply for reli- 
gious purposes 
And the fact that the photographs of 
the gay sex acts were so controversial 
is further proof that our government 
will never rest until they cram their 
twisted morality down the throats of 
every person in the country and makes 
us as hypocritical as they are. 
Endowment officials are also ex- 
pected to determine if the art has 
"serious literary, artistic, political or 
scientific value." Gee, by using this 
equation, I wonder if the Mona Lisa 
could be considered art. 
Anyone who is in any artistic field 
should be frightened by this whole 
ordeal. When the government tries to 
relinquish people's right to freedom of 
expression, it is always a scary issue. 
Will the government refuse to grant 
welfare or any other type of govern- 
ment aid to those who are atheists or 
those who perform sexual acts that 
Jesse Helms does not approve of? 
Congress needs to take a good look 
at what they're doing and think realis- 
tically if there is any true criteria they 
could develop for what is "obscene" 
and what is "an." It's like developing 
a criteria for the meaning of life. 
And once they realize that, they 
should drop this entire issue and let 
artists create art. It would be better to 
withdraw funds altogether than put re- 
strictions on what can be created. 
We should all be able to view what- 
ever works we want to and then dec ide 
individually whether it'san. Wouldn't 
that be much better than having Jesse 
Helms decide for all of us? 
Progress photo/Leslie Young 
Blowin' his hornl 
Mark Whitlock plays the trombone during a piano duet at 
the faculty cameo concert in Gifford Theatre. 
'In Country' emotional drama about the present, not the past 
By Greg Watts 
Arts co-editor 
"You are the chosen," an unseen 
voice proclaimed as the first group of 
Marines boarded a plane headed to Vi- 
etnam. Somehow a dark prophecy for 
these men, Norman Jewison opens his 
latest film about the Vietnam War 
with this sardonic narrative. 
"In Country," deals with simple 
questions about what happened in 
Vietnam. It's not about murder, rape 
or hatred-it's about life. Particularly 
Samantha Hughes (Emily Lloyd) .a 19- 
year-old Western Kentucky girl whose 
father was killed in the war before she 
was born and the questions she has 
about him. 
Based on the novel, "In Country," 
by Bobbie Ann Mason, the film re- 
flects the present, not the past. It deals 
with people who were there, and their 
families. 
Living in the small town of 
Hope we 11, Samantha is surrounded by 
several Vietnam veterans whom she is 
Review 
constantly questioning about what 
happened over there. One of the veter- 
ans happens to be her Uncle Emmeu 
(Bruce Willis), who never really ac- 
cepted the fact that he lived through 
the horrors of the war while many of 
his friends were killed. 
Emmeu lives alone until Sam's 
mother decides to move to Lexington 
and leaves Sam with Emmeu. A plan 
which her mother feels is long over 
due; the resentment she has toward 
Emmeu has been growing since the 
death of her husband in the war. Now 
Sam, more than ever, hounds Emmeu 
about the war. 
At first, she seems more like a con- 
cerned parent than a niece. She gripes 
about how he eats, how little he sleeps, 
how much he drinks and how much he 
smokes. His smoking problem is her 
biggest gripe. As the film progresses, 
she begins to accept Emmeu for who 
and what he is-her questions and re- 
quests no longer focused on his nega- 
tive lifestyle-rather she wants to know 
about her father. 
One day, when she's alone in the 
house, she finds a shoebox of things 
from her father. As you would expect, 
she finds personal belongings from 
dog tags to letters. The letters reveal 
quite a lot about him as a young man 
sent to a place he'd never ever heard 
about. 
But the real discovery she makes 
is a little black book his diary-which 
has detailed information about what 
his platoon was doing up to the day he 
was killed. 
Now she really begins to question 
everyone who might know about the 
war. She makes a phone call to her 
mother in 
Lcxington-hatefully-enquiring why 
she never let her see the things in that 
box. The animosity she feels toward 
her now overpowers her desires to 
find out about the war. 
The film opens up an entirely un- 
charted area of emotion as far as the 
Vietnam films of this decade go. One 
other film, "The Deer Hunter," offers 
a similar emotional situation on the 
home front but takes you to a much less 
stable environment. "In Country," 
keeps you near the point of answering 
it's own questions without ever com- 
pletely giving you the whole picture. 
The end result is left up to you. 
As the film reaches the halfway 
point, we get the feeling that Saman- 
tha might find out too much about the 
war and her father. I think she just 
might have, too. 
My central reasoning for this comes 
from her reading the diary. The letters 
were harmless enough, with only a 
clue here and there about his life, but 
the diary opened Sam up to the reality 
that her father killed people. 
During the films second half, the 
questions take on a less important role. 
Her perspective has now shifted to 
Emmeu. In fact, Emmeu seems to 
become the father she never had but 
even more so, the connection she has 
to a time forever lost. This is shown 
quite poignantly in a veterans dance 
held in the high school gymnasium. 
The only people that show up are the 
few veterans still living and their 
families. No one else even cares that 
they are having it. Which helps con- 
vey the sense that twenty years later 
the general public still won't acknowl- 
edge that our country sent men to fight 
for a losing cause. Samantha and 
E mmea both go, but Emmeu more for 
her than for the veterans. 
The torment Emmeu goes through 
daily is a constant reminder that the 
war might be over but the personal 
battle will continue forever. In one of 
the films more touching moments, at 
the onset of a lightning storm, Emmeu, 
Samantha and her boyfriend are eating 
dinner, but the repeated crashes of the 
thunder bring back the awful memo- 
ries of Vietnam. The anger he feels 
because of this makes him climb the 
tree in the front yard and scream at 
God. In other films, we would have 
only seen him go nuts-may be even try 
to kill someone-but in this we get to 
see the reality of a tortured man. 
The films ending is probably one 
the best in this genre of Vietnam films. 
Samantha, Emmeu and her grand- 
mother make a pilgrimage to the Viet- 
nam Veterans Memorial in Washing- 
ton, D.C. For the last seven or eight 
minutes of the film, the only thing you 
hear are the quiet sounds of an orches- 
tral arrangement. 
The monument says more alone 
than some exaggerated speech by 
Lloyd or Willis. When Sam's grand- 
mother climbs a ladder and sees the 
name of her dead child, the knots in 
my stomach pulled tighter and tighter. 
The emotion was overwhelming, and 
nothing could surpass the beauty of 
this ending. 
Don't get 
SACKED 
by the 
football noid! 
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JOSTENS 
AMERICA 5        COLLEGE        BIN    G ■ 
P»V»* PUm AvaaatV 
I Jostens reprewntatTv* for fuB dttarts See our complete nng selection on cfcspiay *\ your cofegF bookstore 
v?nicei«i«> 
$20 OFF 10K Gold 
$40 OFF 14K Gold 
$60 OFF 18K Gold 
$99.95 for White Lustrium Rings 
Date: 23-28 
Time: 9-4 PM 
Deposit: $25 
Two 
Homecoming 
Specials 
All Sport Golf Shirts 
30% OFF 
\ All Printed 
Sweat Pants 
J
    30% OFF 
October 19-28 
10" Cheese 
Additional Toppings only .690 
$4.19 tax Offer valid only a! panopaling localont   Not valid with any other coupons or offers   One coupon per order Hurry, this otter expires: 
10/31/89- 
14" Cheese 
Additional Toppings only .990 
OflW vjl.O only al parlepaling 
localont  Not vakd win any oinai 
+ coupor* (K onVs   On« coiaion pat 
pizza. 
taX Hu"V. <hl» offer expires: 
— a— _ . . 10/31/89 
Call us: 
623-0030 
119 South Collins 
(01989 DPI   Our drivers carry less than $20 00   Limited delivery area" 
__gjgctejcwptedwith proper ID   Now accepting applications 
GOBLIN 
GOODIES 
GALORE! 
Your Halloween store-for fun! 
^UNIVERSITY 
EBGOKSTORE 
CENTER Of CAMPUS 
O© 
Isfjii 
flame 
resistant 
pomps 
tissue 
300 5 1/2   x 5 1/2  Sheets 
Fantastic for floats and decorations! 
Pomps bold  no-run colors give your float a prize 
winning look no mulloi the And for 
parly and Ptom decorations, flame-resistant 
.  to use Pomps arc always a hit!  Pomps 
brilliant colors and convent* Id up to 
V 
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University music calendar full this week 
Delta Omicron presents 
concert tonight in PBT 
The Alpha Eia chapter of Delta 
Omicron will present its fall musicale 
tonight at 7:30 in the Pearl Buchanan 
Theatre, next to the Keen Johnson 
Building. 
Delta Omicron, a professional 
honorary musical society, was 
founded in 1909. 
The university chapter was char- 
tered in 1967. 
Originally a sorority, the group 
has been co-ed since 1979. 
The fraternity's national bylaws 
stipulate that each chapter present two 
musical recitals each year. 
Featured in tonight's performance 
will be university voice professor 
Perry Smith. 
Alumni to present trios 
University alumna Ann Marie Bing- 
ham will present a recital of trios 
Sunday at 3 p.m. in Gif ford Theatre of 
the Jane F. Campbell Building. 
Bingham earned a master's degree 
in clarinet performance from the uni- 
versity, where she studied under Earl 
Thomas. Presently, she teaches wood- 
winds at Cumberland College while 
pursuing a doctorate in clarinet ai the 
University of Kentucky. 
She will be joined for a perform- 
ance of Brahms' Trio, op. 114, by 
cellist Nancy McKenney and pianist 
Judith Reynolds. 
Bingham will also perform a trio 
by Leo Stein, with her husband, Edwin 
and Linda Hood, a staff accompanist 
at Cumberland College. 
Orchestra    performs 
three Russian works 
The university symphony orches- 
tra will present its fall concert Mon- 
day at 7:30 p.m. in Brock Auditorium 
in the Coates Administration Build- 
ing. 
Thanks to a new electronic sam- 
pling technique devised by music 
professor Mark Whidock, the bells of 
the University Carillon will be incor- 
porated into the evening's program of 
Russian music. 
The fall concert is in conjunction 
with this year's Soviet culture festi- 
val. Under the direction of Dr. John 
Roberts, music department chair, the 
orchestra will perform three Russian 
works. 
The program includes Vassily 
Kalinnikoff s first symphony in G 
minor, composed in 1895. 
Following Kalinnikoff s work, the 
orchestra will perform four move- 
ments of The Firebird Suite by Igor 
Stravinsky. 
For the evening's final selection, 
the brass section of the Marching 
Colonels will accompany the orches- 
tra on the well-known "1812 Over- 
ture" by Peter Tchaikovsky. 
This performance will also incor- 
porate the Brock Auditorium pipe 
organ played by David Cooper, pro- 
fessor of piano. 
A highlight of the evening will be 
the incorporation of the sampled bells 
during the final moments of the com- 
position. 
Each of these concerts are free and 
open to the public. 
Gabriel, Genesis had unique sound, style 
Ml the pumping's nearly over 
for my sweet heart. 
This is the one for me 
Time to meet the chef 
Oh. boy! Running man is out of death 
Feel cold and old. 
It's getting harder to catch my breath 
It's back to ash— 
Now you've had your flash, boy 
The rocks in time compress 
your blood to oil, your flesh to coal 
Enrich the soil? 
Not everybody's goal... 
— Genesis. 1974 
The Lamb Lies Down on Broadway 
In the mid-60s, three young friends 
at the private Charterhouse Boys' 
School in England were drawn to- 
gether by a common interest in music. 
Spurred on by the success of experi- 
mental British groups of the time, the 
three began writing strange songs 
steeped in mythology and fantasy. 
Each had a background in formal 
music: Tony Banks on piano, Peter 
Gabriel on flute and Michael Ruther- 
ford on guitar. Once out of school, the 
three added guitarist Anthony Phillips 
and drummer John Mayhew and 
formed a progressive rock band called 
"From Genesis to Revelation." 
toffrWn 
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Their music had some of the same 
flavor of other progressive British 
bands like Jethro Tull and Deep Purple; 
but in a different vein. They played 
every night in a counterculture Lon- 
don club called "Upstairs at Ronnie's," 
and soon were packing the place. 
From the first, this group was 
unique. While most other progressive 
bands were built around one superstar 
composer/performer, like Tull's Ian 
Anderson, the members of Genesis 
would play around with a musical idea 
and write several versions, leaning 
toward each member's different style. 
Then the band would discuss each 
version and vote on the best idea—or 
stick bits of each together into some- 
thing new. Thus, the resulting music 
was bom in a happy medium, influ- 
enced and colored differently by each 
musician. 
Anyway, they say she comes on a 
pale horse — but Tm sure 1 hear a 
train. Oh, boy! I don't even feel no 
pain—guess I must be driving myself 
insane. Damn it all! Does earth plug a 
hole in heaven, or heaven plug a hole 
in earth? How wonderful to be so 
profound.when everything you are is 
dying underground... 
In 1968, they landed a contract and 
recorded "In the Beginning," which 
was then remixed by the producer to 
sound like the Beatles. He even added 
a muzak string section! 
Horrified, the band went back to 
gigging at Ronnie's and continued to 
develop their unique style. The stage 
shows evolved to the point that critics 
coined the term "art rock" for Gab- 
riel's costume changes and acting, 
which would become a trademark. 
They continued to pack the place 
every night And when Genesis played, 
the audience entered a spellbound 
trance, si lemly staring at Gabriel and 
listening to the music. 
Next week, I'll talk more about this 
once-great band. For now, let these 
lyrics from The Lamb" close this 
strange series about death and music. 
The Lamb" was the seventh Gene- 
sis release—and the last with Gabriel, 
who left as soon as the tour was over. 
The work is a rock opera based on 
the Book of Revelation. The double 
album traces the adventure of Rael, a 
gang member, as he experiences the 
end of the world in New York City. 
In the song quoted here, our hero is 
sure he's going to die. Death (who is a 
woman!) is coming, and Rael reflects 
on his impending doom with a devil- 
may-care attitude, reflected in what I 
feel represents some of the best poetry 
Gabriel ever penned. 
I like the concept. I like his attitude 
and his acceptance of the inevitable. 
And I love the music. Check out the 
last verse—and I'll try to write about 
more positive things in the future. 
I feel the pull on the rope—let me 
offal the rainbow; I could" ve been ex- 
ploded in space. .. different orbits for 
my bones? Not me. just quietly buried 
in stones. Keep the deadline open with 
my Maker— see me stretch for God's 
elastic acre. The doorbell rings, and 
its "Good morning, Rael! So sorry 
you had to wait. It won't be long now: 
she's very rarely late." 
A&E Calendar 
Tonlght,7:30 p.m. — 
Delta Omicron musicale 
Pearl Buchanan Theatre 
Keen Johnson Building 
Friday, Oct 20,8 p.m. — 
Lexington Philharmonic Orchestra 
with Paul Neubauer, violin 
U.K. Singletary Center for the Arts 
Rose and Euclid Streets, Lexington 
$13. $16, $20, $23; information 257-4929 
Sunday, Oct. 22,3 p.m. — 
Chamber Music Trio 
Gifford Theatre, Jane F. Campbell Building 
Monday, Oct 23,7:30 p.m. — 
E.K.U. Symphony Orchestra Fall Concert 
Hiram Brock Auditorium 
Tuesday, Oct. 24,7 p.m. — 
The Year My Voice Broke" 
International Rim Festival 
John Grant Crabbe Library, Room 108 
Thursday, Oct 26,7:30 p.m. — 
Lexington Brass Quintet 
Hiram Brock Auditorium, Coates Administration 
Building 
Monday, Oct 30 through Nov. 30 — 
Anne Marie LeBlanc and Rick Paul Exhibition 
Giles Gallery, Jane F. Campbell Building 
Gallery hours: 9 a.m. - 4:30 p.m. daily; 2 - 5 p.m 
Sunday 
Sunday, Nov. 5,8 p.m. — 
R.E.M. with special guest Pylon 
Rupp Arena 
$15.50, $17; information 233-3535 or 1-800-877- 
1212 
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Tatjgot'a 
College Park Shopping Center 
Eastern By-Pass 
Mon. - Sat. 9 to 7 
Sporting Goods 
623-9517 
Custom Greek Lettering 
(sew on or heat sea!) 
Many colors to choose from 
We sell and engrave trophies and 
plaques for all your special awards 
We also feature Russell sweats & tees, Converse, Nike, 
Asics Tiger shoes and much more. [$$] 
TOWNE CINEMA Main St 623 8884 
7:15 & 9:05      Matinee Sunday 1 & 3 pm 
HALLOWEEN 5 
T-*E REVENGE OF MICHAEL MYERS   ^^ 
SJM MKMACLS MOT VCTM • 
The Buccaneer Drive-In Is Now Closed 
Thanks For A Great '89 ! 
CHARLEY'S CAR WASH 
802 Big Hill Ave. 
 Richmond, KY 
f AH Eastern students With i. 
$1.00 Discount 
Full Service 
Available now 
Exterior Still Available 
>y^^M\^^- 
$L00OFF\ 
ANY FOOT LONG SANDWICH 
WE DELIVER 
 Mon.-Sat. 1030 am. - 2:00 p.m. 
fLH I  I ~m\\ lTJp 200 S. Second St. 
The Campus Subway Shop      624-9241   ■ 
SONATA SERIES 
XT-IO 
BASE UNIT INCLUDES: 
* 8088 10 MHz micro- 
processor 
* 8087 coprocessor socket 
* 1024k RAM on board 
* Eight expansion slots 
* Front panel reset 
* One 5'/. " 360k floppy 
* One color graphics card 
w/parallel port 
* 14" tilt/swivel RGB 
color monitor 
* Enhanced 101 keyboard 
* 20 MB hard disk drive 
5 Year Warranty!! 
ONLY $995.00 plus tax!! 
PC SYSTEMS 
638 University Shopping Center 
(Upper Level) 
SMn Itam f-* NFi ■•-! M. 
Ph. 624-5000 
Balloons 
To Go 
108 East Main 624-0538 
Sweetest Day Special 
Dorm Shirts with 
Fraternity letters for your 
Sweetie - $10.00 
(order today) 
Beary Special Bouquet 
Teddy Bear & Sweetest 
Day Mylar   $15.75 
Candy Bouquet 
Candy Kisses In a 
Decorative Container 
fit Sweetest Mylar - 
$10.90 
I Love Tou Bouquet 
Plush Dalmatlon & 
Sweetest Mylar - $0.40 
Teddy Bouquet 
Dressed Bear (I Love You or You're Very Special or 
Friends Are Forever) & Sweetest Mylar - $7.90 
TO 
■fl   Stop Foto 
FREE DOUBLE PRINTS 
Ullth coupon 
With 1 Hour Film Processing 
Expire* October 31, 1 989 
| HOUR Konica- Centmy l»i ha* 
PHOTOPROCESSING 
RICHMOND MflLL 623-7470 
Hours: Mon.-Sot. 10-9, Sun. 1 2:30-6 
FREE DELIVERY 
623-8720 TOM'S PIZZA FREE DELIVERY 623-8772 
18"5 POUND 
JUMBO PIZZA 
Cholc0 or one topping 
$7.99 + TAX 
I 
I 
12" MEDIUM 
PIZZA 
Choice of two toppings 
$5.59 + TAX 
■ 14"LARGE 
1 PIZZA ■ Choice of three toppings 
$8.25 + TAX ' 
10" SMALL PIZZA 
Choice of three toppings 
$4.25 + TAX 
I 
I 
I 
ANY SANDWICH 
SMALL CHIPS QT. DRINK 
Choice or one topping $4.25 + TAX 
I 
I 
I 
ANTIPASTO 
SALAD 
QT. DRINK 
$3.25 + TAX 
TWO 10"SMALL 
PIZZAS 
Choice or one topping 
$4.95 + TAX 
■ TWO 12" MEDIUM ■ PIZZAS 
| Choice or two toppings 
■ $7.50 + TAX 
■ TWO 14"LARGE ■ PIZZAS 
■ Choice or two toppings 
$9.99 ♦ TAX 
10" SMALL PIZZA      12" MEDIUM PIZZA   ■   14" LARGE PIZZA 
t 
Choice or any toppings 
$6.99 + TAX 
with everything 
$8.99 + TAX 
with everything 
$10.99 + TAX 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
,1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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Lean, mean eatina machine    . Proflr~photo/ChariteBohon 
Kappa Alpha Theta Nancy Robinson and Phi Kappa Tau Todd Buckner participate in 
the bratwurst eating contest as part of the Phi Tau Oktoberfest. 
Betas hold annual football tourney 
By Becky Adair 
SlafT writer 
Football in Hanger Field won't 
be the only place where the action is 
this weekend. Football of another 
kind will also be played across cam- 
pus. 
The fraternity of Beta Theta Pi 
is once again sponsoring its annual 
flag football tournament. 
The tournament, which has been 
played for eight years, is open to so- 
rorities, fraternities and non-Greek 
organizations. 
According to J. Alexander, Beta 
Theta Pi president, this year is the 
largest turnout for the competition 
since its beginning with 30 teams of 
both men and women participating. 
Alexander said that because of 
the popularity of the event, many 
alumni would be coming to participate 
in the tournament also. 
The tournament will begin 4 p.m. 
Oct. 20 in Intramural Fields located 
behind Brockton Apartments and last 
through Oct. 22 when the finals for 
each division will be played. 
Each women's team pays $40, 
and their winners are based on double 
elimination. 
Each men's team pays $25, and 
winners are based on single elimina- 
tion. 
Amy While. Kappa Alpha Theta 
sports chairwoman, said they were 
excited about participating and de- 
fending their title. 
Winners of the men's division 
was Sigma Pi fraternity. 
The fraternity will be sponsor- 
ing a party at the Mule Barn Saturday 
night as pan of the final activities. 
Everyone is welcome to attend the 
party which begins at 10 p.m. until 1 
am. 
The money the fraternity re- 
ceives from the tournament and party 
goes to support the organization's 
national philanthropy: the American 
Cancer Society. 
Dusk till 
Dawn set 
for Oct. 20 
By F. Allen Blair 
StafT writer 
How would you like to put your 
friends in jail for only 25 cents? 
Well, you can Oct.-20 when the 
third annual Dusk Till Dawn gets 
underway at 10 p.m. 
Dusk Till Dawn is a carnival-type 
activity sponsored by the campus 
Greek-letter organizations in a joint 
fund raising effort for the United Way. 
"Each Greek organization has their 
own charity, but this is the only event 
the Greeks come together on as a 
whole," said Michele Archer, Greek 
activities representative and co-chair- 
woman of Dusk Till Dawn. 
Activities are scheduled to take 
place on the second floor of the Powell 
Building from 10 p.m. until 2 a.m. 
Besides playing jail with Sigma 
Alpha Epsilon fraternity, people can 
attend a mock casino that will be run 
by Kappa Delta sorority and Lambda 
Chi Alpha fraternity. 
Minority Greek Council will also 
be sponsoring a button-making booth 
to be jointly run by the sororities of 
Alpha Kappa Alpha, Delta Sigma 
Theta and Zeta Phi Beta. 
Admission will be $1 at the door 
and the tickets waeiwd will serve as 
entries to yet another event in the 
night's activities. 
Several door prizes will be a warded 
throughout the night, including free 
dinners from surrounding Richmond 
restaurants, as well as gift certificates 
and free movie rentals. 
The grand prize of the evening 
will be the awarding of two sets of 
Cincinnati Bengals tickets, free park- 
ing included. 
Organization of the week 
Recreation Club more 
than fun and games 
By Sberyl Edelen 
Activities editor 
To many people, the concepts 
of leisure, play and recreation are 
interchangeable terms, but to Ric 
Maxfield and the other members 
of the university's Recreation Club, 
however, they are the subject of 
serious study. 
Organized in 1967, the club 
has served to educate and inform 
the recreation major. A bulletin 
board located in the Begley Build- 
ing keeps the students caught up on 
the latest information concerning 
conventions and national functions. 
The club has also managed to 
participate in several fund raisers 
and send a delegate wherever the 
yearly convention is held. 
According to Maxfield, the club 
also benefits recreation majors who 
are unsure about the classes within 
the program. 
"The idea of die organization 
is to provide social interaction for 
the student within the major," said 
Larry Belknap, faculty adviser to 
the group and chariman of the de- 
partment. 
During the last meeting, 
Maxfield said, "We got a guitar 
and played that for a while. Basi- 
cally, a bunch of us got together 
and talked" 
"It lets our people meet each 
other," Maxfield said. 
Despite the emphasis that the 
organization's members place on 
their major, anyone may be a 
member. 
According to Maxfield, the 
'We want people to 
know that we have a 
club over here (Begley) 
and it's not just child's 
play* 
— Ric Maxfield 
members of the organization, who 
number between 25-30, decided to 
let everyone join because so many 
people had boyfriends and girl- 
friends that members wanted to 
bring along to the meetings. 
"We felt that it would be one of 
the best ways to gain exposure and 
let everyone know what we're 
doing," he said. 
Belknap said that being a for- 
mer member can possibly increase 
the chances of employment when 
job-hunting after school. 
"It is impressive to employers 
who see the name of the organiza- 
tion on a resume," he said. 
Sponsored by the Recreational 
and Park Administration Depart- 
ment, the organization usually 
meets once a month in Room 400 
of the Begley Building. 
Maxfield, a senior recreation 
major, quoted a famous psycholo- 
gist about the vital importance of 
bom recreation and leisure. 
"Dr. Meimiger said that rec- 
reation and leisure are a means of 
growing old gracefully," Maxfield 
said. "We want people to know 
that we have a club over there 
(Begley) and it's not just child 
stuff." 
. 
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OPTOME X RI-S X 
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For the eyes you wish you had 
been born with. 
Softcolors Tinted 
Soft Contact Lenses 
Softcolors from CIBA Vision are 
among the most advanced and 
comfortable soft contact lenses 
ever developed. 
Available in four natural-looking 
tints of amber, aqua, green and 
blue. Softcolors can enhance your 
eyes, your fashion, or even your 
moods. 
Come in today and try som-? on. 
Dr. David B. Coleman 
Eastern By-Pass 
College Park Center 
Richmond, KY 623-6812 
Monday - Friday 9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
SSS& 
The West... 
the only true 
American Fashion. 
Authentic Western 
Styling... 
Made In The U.S.A. 
Prices From 
Exit 90, 1-75 
Richmond     623-7938 
Fayette Mall 
Lexington      272-4125 
^STOrSTSS\3SSSS 
EKU DAYS 
SAVE 20% 
Every Thursday 
On Any regular 
price Service: 
Haircuts, Perms, 
Color, Waxing. 
Must Present 
Student I.D. 
*No Appointment 
Necessary 
Mon-Fri  9-8 
Saturday  6-6 
Sunday   12:30-5 
The Styling Salon at 
Ph.(606)624-3501 JCPenney 
.  RrChmpntfMall  
linkspot! 
custom    printed    A sportswear 
Richmond, Lexington 606-624-3636 
EAAUVK** Ulti+h^cU Party SLUtt 
SJkXrtU, Sweat*, Cap*, Cufu 4 Ma* 
M   t   S 
h lrHkKlt4 In 19004 nwitrti 
One too* and /t>u kru iw /' 
^something    • i out 
C"1- i thing mat 
wtshimajxiir Nt>; ft     . 
one con control ci : . 
ter that Hies 
attiM '■'■,■■;   ' . tuna 
' k takes confidence In .- 
- aMi.     ■ 
, Ifyou'dlike to see nhethei , 
hove what il take; to tie a Mai 
aviator lookthismanintheeyt it 
you think you're up to it ^- 
call I 8(X) MARINI s -\y 
Te^:'°- ' Marines 
T%eFtn ThePnmd.The Marines. 
On October 26 and 27. please 
see Captain Dwight D'lorio 
and Sergeant Caroyln Rcd- 
dington outside ol the Grill or 
call collect (502) 429-5042. 
Nil ri until foui'iii'] Com'jnitjms! 
^^ ^^ ^^ &g£ 
0'RILEYS PUB 
EVERY MONDAY 
3 GREAT 
COMEDIANS 
The INSIDE score 
? 
Here are the top scorers for this week in 
intramural flag football: 
Division A: Late League (M) 
Phi Delta Pi (8-0) Mixers (5-0) 
Division B: Womens* 
Phi Delta Pi (B) (3-0)   Lambda sis (3-0) 
Housing Division: 
7th floor Commonwealth (4-1) 
Independent (I): 
Black Student Union (A) (5-0) 
Independent (J) 
Somerset Boys (5-0) 
Late League (L): 
BetaThetaPhi(A)(4-1) 
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Organizations 
give service 
Progress Staff Report 
Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity re- 
cently raised over $1,700 at a road- 
block held earlier this month for the 
"Friends for Todd" fund. 
The Friends for Todd fund was 
established after Todd Satterly, a 
Richmond youth, was seriously in- 
jured in an automobile accident earlier 
this summer. 
The purpose of the fund is to pro- 
vide money that will be used to assist 
the young boy's family in paying re- 
habilitation costs. 
Members of Kappa Delta sorority 
have also decided to help with the fund 
by holding a car wash at Hamm's Gulf 
station. 
The Mortar Board plans to sell 
Friends for Todd buttons at the gate of 
Begley Stadium during Saturday's 
home football game against Marshall. 
Campus Clips 
Compiled by Sheryl Edelen 
Techniques taught 
Dr. Don Calitri and Tim Cahill 
will be giving a one-hour presentation 
on "How to Save a Choking Victim." 
Dates are Oct. 23 at noon and .4:45 
p.m., and Nov. 20 at noon and 4:45 
p.m. The location is the Wellness 
Center in the Weaver Building. There 
is no charge. For more information, 
contact the Wellness Center at 1694. 
shape. The type of exercise done in the 
Water Aerobics program is also rec- 
ommended during pregnancy. Callig- 
raphy and Voice Power are also being 
offered. Tuition is $40 and classes are 
registering now. For more informa- 
tion, contact Special Programs at 1228 
Contest under way 
Photographer's Forum magazine 
will be sponsoring the Tenth Annual 
College Photo Contest The deadline 
an  English   for early entry is Oct. 31 and regular 
Honorary Society is sponsoring a   entries must be submitted before Nov. 
30. For further information, write to: 
Photographer's Forum; 614 Santa 
Barbara St., Depi. C; Santa Barbara, 
CA 93101. 
Cookout planned 
Sigma Tau  Delta, 
cookout at 5:30 p.m. Oct 21 at Irvine 
McDowell Park on Lancaster Drive. 
Any English major or minor who has 
completed at least three semesters and 
maintained a 3.0 GPA both cumula- 
tively and in all English courses taken 
is invited to attend. 
Courses offered 
The department of Special Pro- 
grams isoffering mid-semester courses 
including "More Tennis for the Better 
Player," which is designed to teach 
skill drills and strategies to the inter- 
mediate player and Water Aerobics 
which is designed to help keep you in 
5K Run planned 
The university will be sponsoring 
the 1989 5K Homecoming Run at 
10:30 a.m. Oct 28. The registration 
fee is $ 10 if paid on or before Oct. 26 
and S12 after that date. The course will 
begin at the intersection of Lancaster 
and Barnes Mill Road, pass through 
the downtown area and the university 
campus and end at Van Hoose Drive 
near the Begley Building. For further 
information, contact Kevin Quails at 
the Office of Intramurals at 1244. 
Meeting planned 
The Aviation Club is planning a 
meeting at 4:45 p.m. Oct. 25 in Strai- 
ten 247. Major More of the U.S. Air 
Force will serve as a guest speaker. 
Both new and old members are wel- 
come to attend. For more information, 
contact Eric Johnson at 624-5245. 
Buttons to be sold 
The Mortar Board will be selling 
"Friends for Todd" buttons for $1 a 
button before Saturday's home foot- 
ball game at the gate entrances. Ev- 
eryone is encouraged to support both 
the Colonels and _ _Todd Satterly 
a Richmond youth placed m~critical 
condition after an accident earlier this 
summer. For more information, con- 
tact Kelley Dealing at 5583. 
ASPA seeks members 
Students pursuing all majors are 
encouraged to join the American 
Society of Personnel Administrators. 
For more information, contact Lisa at 
2407. 
What is this thing??? Program photo/Shsryl Edslsn 
Teyrl Fisher and Carrie Fuqua, pledges of Alpha Gamma Delta sorority, participate in 
a lecture exercise during the IFC/Panhellenic Leadership Conference Saturday. 
Fall Festival 1989 to be held Oct. 24 
By Sheryl Edelen 
Activities editor 
The leaves are swirling and the air 
has a slight chill as students make their 
way to classes during these last few 
weeks of October. 
So it is every semester, until one 
day students hear music on their way 
to class and notice a gathering of bal- 
loons, booths, raffles and free ice cream 
in the courtyard of the Powell Build- 
ing and Meditation Chapel. 
Once again it is time for the Fall 
Festival to break the monotony of 
i school work and cold weather for uni- 
versity students. 
Held for over 10 years, the festi- 
val, which is being held on Oct 24 
from 11 a.m. until 4 p.m., has become 
an annual event on the campus and is 
very well-received by the students. 
In past years, booths have been run 
by McDonald's, Long John Silvers, 
Alpha Kappa Alpha and Chi Omega 
sororities, as well as the Baptist Stu- 
dent Union and Student Association. 
ForaSlOfee, the organizations or 
businesses set up booths that give the 
passersby an opportunity to find out 
more about them. 
Some organizations and businesses 
use the booths as outlets to sell items 
or hold raffles to attract people to 
investigate what they have to offer. 
In past years, the Richmond area 
McDonald's has raffled off a large 
Monopoly logo imprinted beach towel 
and the sorority of Zeta-Phi Beta sold 
friendship bracelets. 
This year, organizations partici- 
pating in the event include the Student 
Paralegal Association, Students for 
Christ, Little Colonels, Mortar Board, 
Junior Panhellenic Council. Kappa 
Alpha Theta and Chi Omega sorori- 
ties, and Walters Hall. 
Free ice cream will also be offered 
by Student Association. 
The day's activities will be kicked 
off by the sounds of the university 
radio station, WDMC from 11 a.m. to 
noon. 
At noon, the candidates of the 
Homecoming Court will be announced 
until 12:30 p.m. The live band of 
Possibilities will then perform until 1 
pjn. 
WDMC will then spin the latest 
tunes until 2 p.m., when an area 
Richmond Dixie band will take over 
and perform until 3 p.m. when the 
final live band. Conspiracy, will per- 
form until the close of the day's activi- 
ties. 
In past years, live entertainment 
included soloist singing and stepping 
demonstrations. 
According to Virginia White, 
chairwoman of the Fall Festival ac- 
tivities, the requests for booth reserva- 
tions and live entertainment are com- 
ing in very well. 
More requests are available. 
The origin of the event stems from 
1976 to help raise money for the Sco- 
tia Coal Mine disaster victims who 
wanted to go to college, but couldn't 
afford the tuition and fees. 
GET THE PERFECT JAJS 
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Sports e 
Clint Riley 
Colonels 
show signs 
of champions 
COOKEVILLE, Tcnn. — "It's so 
much fun when you win," Eastern head 
football coach Roy Kidd said with a 
sigh of relief Saturday after his 
Colonels edged a scrappy Tennessee 
Technological team 21-20 Saturday. 
And was it ever a big sigh. 
In the Colonels' first five games of 
the season they have shown they have 
talent. However, it was the Tech game 
which proved the team had the inner 
drive which is present in all champions. 
Eastern is now 6-0 and holds the 
No. 1 ranking in NCAA Division I-AA 
for the sixth consecutive week. 
It is the Colonels best start since 
1982 when Roy Kidd and his troops 
went 13-0 and last brought the national 
championship trophy home to 
Richmond. 
I wasn't around in 1982; actually I 
was still in a junior high school 13 
hours north. But I have talked with a 
number of diehard Colonel fans who 
were here. 
Surprisingly, I got almost the same 
answer from almost all of the Eastern 
football fans. 
The 1989 version of the Colonels is 
good, but not as good as the 1982 team. 
The reason. The 1982 team, as 
those wise old Colonel fans tell it, 
could win on sheer talent. They could 
go on the field and not even play well 
and still win. Natural talent was 
abundant. 
However, the 1989 Colonels have 
talent, but they have to work to win. 
Sure the 1982 team didn't just walk on 
the field and say, "Hey guys give us the 
win. We're more talented than you." 
They had a mixture which made them 
click without even having to think. 
This year's Eastern team, with six 
games now behind it, it's beginning to 
look like it wants to run like a finely 
tuned sports car, even though the 
progress of getting the team to hit on all 
pistons earlier in the season was ham- 
pered by constant reminders that 
they're only human — injuries. 
When starting sophomore tailback 
Tim Lester went down, I, with a lot of 
others, said, "There goes any chance of 
a national championship.'* Then along 
came a couple of freshman tailbacks 
who said without words but with their 
efforts on the field, "Clint, shut the hell 
up. True champions overcome." 
And they were right. When I'm 
wrong, I admit it. 
Even with the Colonel machine be- 
ginning to run smoothly, it's only at the 
beginning of the climb. Like with any 
finely-tuned machine trying to climb a 
mountain, it is always difficult to make 
it to the lop without encountering prob- 
lems or obstacles. 
This Saturday the Colonels will 
face their biggest obstacle thus far in 
the season, and possibly the year, in the 
Thundering Herd from Marshall 
University which is looking for its 
fourth straight trip to the I-AA play- 
offs. 
The Herd will be in Hanger Field 
where the Colonels haven't lost in 25 
straight games. 
Even though the Colonels arc 
coming off a win which has made the 
team realize it can be beaten if it 
doesn't give it everything, Marshall is a 
team which is willing to give it their 
all. They've proven that against the 
best team in the division. 
John Gregory, the Herd's 26-year- 
old starting quarterback, will lead the 
best passing attack the Colonels have 
faced this season. Last season he threw 
for 1,282 yards and 21 touchdowns. 
This could be Eastern's biggest 
problem Saturday. 
Eastern, which has been able to 
stifle the opposition's ground attack all 
season, should have little problem 
stopping or at least slowing up the 
Herd's lop running back Ron Darby. 
It will be a test of wills Saturday. 
If Eastern wins, it will probably 
mean an undefeated regular season for 
the Colonels — you never know what 
will happen in the play-offs. 
If the Colonel team that showed up 
for the first half of the Tennessee Tech 
game decides to play, then a loss is 
probable. 
But whether win or lose, this game 
should only help Ibis 1989 learn to 
work harder to reach its full potential. 
If they do that, Roy should have a 
lot more fun this season. 
Colonels pass tough Tech test 21 -20 
By Clint Riley 
Sports editor 
COOKEVILLE, Tenn. — The canon 
went off a total of three times in Tucker 
Stadium after each Tennessee Tech score 
Saturday. But in the end those shots were 
silenced by the bomb dropped by Eastern. 
The Colonels, who trailed the Golden 
Eagles of Tennessee Technological Uni- 
versity by 14 points after the first quarter 
stormed back like any true champion to 
edge the Golden Eagles and hand them a 
21-20 homecoming loss. 
Eastern moves to 6-0 on the season 
and continues to hold the No. 1 ranking in 
NCAA Division I-AA, while Tech falls to 
3-2,1-1 in the conference. It is the Colo- 
nels best start since 1982, when Eastern 
went 13-0 and won the national champi- 
onship. 
The Golden Eagles wasted little time 
announcing to the Colonels they had come 
to play. Tech after recovering two Colonel 
fumbles and two interceptions by junior 
quarterback Lorenzo Fields was able to 
capitalize on the Colonels' miscues for a 
14-0 lead with 1:26 left in the first quarter. 
"I thought there for a minute they 
were going to Now us out," Eastern head 
coach Roy Kidd said. 
But the Colonels answered Tech's of- 
fensive surge in the first quarter with one 
of their own in the second quarter. 
Fields threw a 33-yard touchdown pass 
to wide open junior spill-end Vincent Ware 
set up by a interception by senior line- 
backer Chris Coffey on the Tech 24-yard 
line. Coffey's interception ended senior 
Tech quarterback Thomas DeBow's I-AA 
record of 199 completions without an in- 
terception. 
With 36 seconds left before the half, 
Fields put the soft-touch on a pass over the 
right side from 5 yards out to sophomore 
Rick Burkhead for a 14-14 going into the 
locker room. 
"A game is 60 minutes long, no matter 
what happens early, just calm down, take 
your time and get your mental set together. 
And pray for the best," Fields said com- 
menting on his performance in the first 
half. 
The prayers at half time must have done 
the Colonels some good. A blocked extra 
point' attempt by sophomore Randy 
Wardlow, his third of the season, was the 
deciding margin of victory in the game. 
, Progress photos/ Charlie Bolton 
Senior wide receiver Randy Bohler dives for a pass placed just out of his reach Saturday. 
With 3:38 left in the third quarter the 
Golden Eagles held a 20-14 edge. 
The Colonels hastily scurried to catch 
up in the fourth quarter, while the Gold* 
Eagles looked to widen their lead. At the 
10:54 mark at the end of the game a Tech 
40-yard field goal attempt failed. On the 
next series by Eastern, a 33-yard field goal 
attempt by senior place-kicker James 
Campbell sails wide right. 
The game-winning score came after a 
solid head on tackle by sophomore Greg 
McKee forced DeBow to fumble allowing 
junior Mark Bousquet to recover it for the 
Colonels on the Tech 22-yard line. Fresh- 
man tailback Markus Thomas on the forth 
play of the 17-yard drive plowed in the 
endzone with 4:51 left to tie the score at 
20-20. Campbell's extra point scaled the 
victory. 
E. Kentucky 
vs. 
Marshall 
Klckofl: Saturday, 7:30 p.m. at Hangar Field Richmond, Ky. Record*: Eastern 
Kentucky is 6-0 after defeating Tennessee Tech 21-20. Marshall is 4-2 attar 
defeating Citadel 40-7. Radio: WEKY-AM (1340), WEKU (88.9) and WEKH 
(90.9). 
What to look for: Marshall is coming off of a hug* win over the Citadel who was 
ranked No. 7 in NCAA Division 1-AA last weak. Eastern may have some trouble 
stopping Marshall's passing attack •arty. Look for defensive adjustments on 
both sides. The kicking game and strong special teams play are critical for the 
Colonels. Both teams have excellent defenses, but the edge goes to the 
Colonels. Eastern lost last year 36-34. Marshall leads the series 8-6-1. 
Sports briefs 
■ FOOTBALL: Three Eastern football players received 
Ohio Valley Conference honors for their efforts in the 
Colonels' 21-20 win over the Tennessee Technological 
University Golden Eagles Saturday. 
Sophomore nose guard Ernest Thompson and Middle 
Tcnnessc State University Andre Dyer shared the 
conference's defensive player of the week title.. 
Thompson recorded five tackles, six assists and a tackle 
for a loss. 
Eastern offensive linemen, senior guard Mark Mitchell 
and junior center Jim Von Handorf were chosen as the 
conference offensive linemen of the week. 
Both players posted an 81 percent rating while helping the 
Colonels rush for 2SS yards against the conference's top 
rated defense against the run. 
I VOLLEYBALL: The university women's volleyball 
team recorded its fifth straight victory Saturday when they 
beat North Carolina State University in four games. 
Eastern lost the first game of the match 12-15, but held 
their poise to come back and win the next three games 
decisively. 15-9. 15-5 and 15-9. 
The Colonels enjoyed their highest number of Mocks this 
season as they stopped 30 of their opposition's balls from 
crossing the net. Senior Nancy Borkowski led the blocking 
with nine. 
On the offensive side of the game, the Colonels served up 
16 aces. Sophomore Becky Klein had the team's highest 
hitting percentage with a mark of .333. Junior Sue 
Antkowiak led in the kill category with IS. 
■ BASEBALL: The Colonel baseball team traveled to 
Bloomington, Ind., Saturday to play the university in a 
scheduled doubieheader. However due to an umpiring 
change the two games were combined into one 16 inning 
game. 
After the first seven innings the Colonels were ahead 3-1. 
In the eighth inning the game was restarted with the same 
score on the board. Eastern held its lead to defeat the 
Hoosicrs 7-6. 
Eastern will close out the 1989 fall baseball season with a 
afternoon make-up game agaist Clinch Valley College at 
Turkey Hughes Field. 
■ NCAA DIVISION I-AA POLL' 
School Record 
1.   Eastern Kentucky 6-0 
2.  Georgia Southern 6-0 
3.   Furman 5-1 
4.   Maine 7-0 
S.   Stephen F. Austin 5-1 
6.   Arkansas Stale 4-2 
7.   Boise State 4-2 
8.   S.W.Missouri 6-1 
9.   Holy Cross 5-1 
10. N. W. Louisiana 4-2 
Irish eyes smile 
on cross country 
By David King 
Staff writer 
Speaking in a soft accent which 
is clearly Irish, Monica O'Reilly 
said her job as graduate assistant 
coach for the university's women's 
cross country team has offered her 
a chance to relax, train on her free 
time and get a team ready to win. 
O'Reilly came to the United 
States in 1982, from Laois, Ireland, 
after receiving a track scholarship 
to the University of Tennessee. 
She was recruited by UTscouts 
after establishing herself as one of 
the top junior runners in Ireland. 
O'Reilly said she came to East- 
em at the beginning of this semes- 
ter after Rick Erdmann, university 
head cross country and back and 
field coach, approached her at the 
Louisville Derby Mile where she 
was competing and asked if she 
would be interested in a graduate 
assistant job. 
"I told him I would definitely 
give it a lot of great thought, and I 
haven't looked back since. It made 
me get up and leave KnoxviUe," 
said O'Reilly, a 1987 graduate of 
UT. 
"It's been a terrific experience. 
He's (Erdmann) really been a good 
fellow 10 work for,'' O'Reilly said. 
"I've learned a lot from turn." 
O'Reilly has represented Ire- 
land several times in international 
competition, including Rome at the 
1982 world cross country champi- 
onships, and in Japan, in 1985, as a 
member of a Irish world road relay 
team. 
Her latest competition came 
two weeks ago in Rio de Janeiro at 
the world 1SK road championships. 
She placed 30th out of 90 of the 
world's best 
"I'm still recuperating from that 
one," O'Reilly said. 
O'Reilly holds the university's 
5,000 meter cross country course 
record with a time of 16:42. She set 
the record in 1985 while a junior at 
UT. She also has a personal best of 
9:20 in the 3,000 meters. 
"My best running days, I hope, 
are still ahead of me." O'Reilly 
said. 
She said her team goals in- 
Monica O'Reilly 
eluded obtaining the conference 
championship, "but we're looking 
beyond that to our districts." 
Her graduate assistant position 
runs out in December, and she said 
she is presently interested looking 
for a full-time position. But she is 
not ready to announce any specific 
schools. 
O'Reilly said Eastern's pro- 
gram offered a chance for athletes 
to improve their skills, but gave the 
leeway needed for them to do well 
in their studies. 
"The coaching is definitely as 
good as you want to get any place 
in the country with out the extreme 
pressures of a real high intense 
program." she said. 
O'Reilly is still highly involved 
in her own personal training and 
she praised Coach Erdmann for 
giving her the opportunity to con- 
tinue her training while coaching 
and being a full-time graduate stu- 
dent. 
Now that she is on the other end 
of the whistle. O'Reilly said. "It 
makes me realize that while I was 
at Tennessee I had it made. All I 
had to do was get out there and 
run." 
O'Reilly said she has no plans 
for running a marathon, at least not 
until she is over the hill and her 
speed days are over. 
At the pace she's going it would 
appear that day may be a long way 
down the road. 
^jtf *      McCoys       4$.. 
*     Family Hair Care      ■'.' 
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in the Powell building 
Welcoming Pam Rlley (Wed. Only) 
* Barber - Stylist Services * Sculptured Nails 
* Hairdresser - Stylist    * New Wolff Tanning System 
155 South Keeneland Dr. 
Richmond, KY. 40475 
624-2126 (next to Bretteila's) 
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Sports yields variety of aches, pains 
By Heather HOI 
Staff writer 
Just as every sport has its own 
equipment and its own rules, it also 
has its own injuries. 
With proper precautions and off- 
season conditioning, many of the com- 
mon injuries among athletes are not as 
common. 
Though minor injuries have been 
reduced because coaches are making 
Iheirplaycrs wear equipment, like knee 
braces, there will always be sports- 
related injuries which are inevitable. 
"At least one university athlete 
will be injured today with an ankle 
sprain," said Dr. Bobby Barton, head 
athletic trainer and former National 
Athletic Trainers' Association 
(N ATA) president. 
NAT A has come up with recom- 
mendations for minimizing injuries. 
Some of the safety precautions are off- 
season weight training and condition- 
ing; practice periods not to exceed two 
hours; applying ice and not heat to 
new injuries and mandatory fluid 
breaks every 45 minutes. 
Barton said that supplying the 
athletes with fluid is one method used 
10 help prevent heat exhaustion, an 
injury which has been reduced by the 
athletic world using common sense. 
Barton had a person specifically 
supply the football team with water 
during the game last week. Although 
some was spilled and some was poured 
on players' heads, 52 gallons of water 
was used — enough for a "household 
swimming pool." 
One might think an athlete would 
be susceptible to cramps from con- 
suming loo much water during the 
game, but Barton said there is a lower 
risk of cramps than suffering from 
heat illness. 
While ankle sprains are common 
in most sports, they may keep an ath- 
lete out of play for one or two days. 
Football players can suffer injuries to 
the knees that may keep them out for 
the whole season. 
"In football, the knee is undoubt- 
edly the most seriously injured joint It 
requires surgery more often," Barton 
said. 
Shoulders and necks have always 
been sprained and strained. Bruises 
are also a daily occurrence. However, 
between the time the Houston Astro- 
dome could not grow grass and Astro- 
turf was invented, no football players 
had ever received an injury called'Turf 
Toe." 
"It's not a serious injury, but you 
can't run very well for a couple of 
days," Barton said. 
But arthroscopic surgery is seri- 
ous and university footbal 1 player. Tun 
Lester, is out for the year because he 
injured his knee when his cleats got 
caught in artificial turf. 
"Doctors and trainers think Astro- 
turf is a bad invention, and our injury 
rate has doubled on it Other teams 
like our grass field much better than 
artificial turf—even when they don't 
win," Barton said. 
The advantage of Astro-turf is 
allowing play during rain. Athletes 
are more prone lo slip when grass is 
wet increasing a chance of a pulled 
groin muscle. 
These muscles are also injured 
from overuse in sports such as soccer 
and basketball, which require side-to- 
side defensive movements. A pulled 
groin muscle can limit your mobility 
for up lo 10 days and treatment calls 
for rest and a cold whirlpool because 
"not many people want ice in that 
area," Barton said. 
The women's volleyball learn has 
injuries to their lower legs, knees and 
ankles, but also to their hands and 
fingers due lo constant contact with 
the ball. 
Barton said that volleyball players 
-suffer shoulder injuries due lo over- 
use, not like in football where shoul- 
der separations occur because of di- 
rect contact 
Shoulder and elbow injuries are 
common to athletes in any sport where 
the hand goes back over the head and 
comes down with a great deal of force. 
A tennis player's serve, a baseball 
pitch, a volleyball player's spike or a 
javelin throw are some examples. 
"In football, the only player who 
would get that kind of an injury is the 
quarterback. We've had a quarterback 
who couldn't throw, so he didn't and 
we went through the whole season 
without that injury," Barton said 
Basketball players mostly have 
injuries in their legs. Again, the most 
common is the ankle sprain. That is 
caused from jumping and coming 
down on another obstacle, usually 
someone else's foot 
Men and women can get the same 
injuries. However, females playing a 
similar sport as men seem lo have 
more injuries lo the insides of the 
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6b 
6b 
6b 
* 
m 
Extended Wear-Soft Dairy Wear 
Disposai^T»nted«ifocaK3as Permeable Lenses 
6b 
6b 
6b 6b 
6b "Colored Soft Contact Lenses in Stock" 6b 
6b 6b 
6b 
6b 
Mon.,Tue&,Tnurs.&Fii              Wed&Sat 
gam-Sjpm                       8am-Noon 
6b 
6b 
6b 6b 
AfuaCtA stafroJplaa./, 
DOWN-HOME COUNTRY PLATTER 
With our new country-recipe _ _ 
cornmcal-brcaded fish /^ 89 
Country-redpe cornmeal-breaded fish filets. "y 
garden grctn beans, fresh cole slaw, fried okra, W^ 
hush puppies, tartar sauce- and a big onion slice  
Captain Dk 
Seafood Richmond 
T 
I 
6 V* Use 100% Cholesterol 
Free Vegetable Shortening 
1059 Berca Rd. 
I FISH «cFRIES $2.00 CLAM UFRIES $2.00 
I     Fish. Fries sad Huib Pupplei Cla«. Friei and Huih Puppies 
Captain Dk. J^rrH^zrCaptain Dk. 
Seafood !■!"»«!»««■ Seafood. 
Nam |oaa) wi* i'y Was* 
fO.I   ■ OsMSMM Mlaf 
M   IOWSMM   Sal. 
IfccftMM 
FISH & FRIES $2.00 
Fish. Fries and Hush puppies 
SHRIMP U FRIES $2.00 
■11* Sue Shriap. Fries aad Hulk puppies 
ssz zzzr Captain Dfc. ; ssr SSZ Captain Dk 
«ia»an.aa. Seafood  !«io»a»~«*. Spalnrvd eafoo  
-   SUNDAY SPECIAL 
ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT 
Country-style Fish Dinner 
fc^iw. $4.29 
MONDAY, TUESDAY   - 
4 WEDNESDAY SFECUL 
2-Piece Fish Dinner 
$2.29 
Try our Lighten Up.,-Salajds 
knees than men in the same sport 
"The theory is that injury to the 
medial (the muscle inside the knee) 
occurs more in a female due to the 
angle of the upper leg. or femur," 
Barton said. 
Track and cross country runners 
generally get short-term muscle strains 
which do not drastically affect the 
athlete's ability lo compete. They also 
can get shin splints and stress frac- 
tures, butlhey can often continue train- 
ing if they change their routines and 
stretch thoroughly and build up to the 
workload. 
Pulled hamstrings can take a track 
athlete out for the year. The university 
usually gels one or two per year, which 
is consistent with the national trend. 
"They lend to be recurring, and 
even the best world-class sprinters are 
susceptible,'' Barton said. "There are 
very few advantages lo being fat, but a 
fat person seldom is fast enough to 
pull a hamstring." 
Hamstrings are strong tendons in 
the back of the knee and can be pulled 
by any sport that requires sudden bursts 
of speed from standing starts. A good 
example is baseball where they spend 
a lot of time standing in the outfield or 
sitting on the bench before they try to 
catch a fly ball or outrun a grounder. 
The equipment and safety precau- 
tions being taken to prevent sports- 
related injuries have improved in the 
last 10 years. Barton likes the use of 
knee braces and the fact that there are 
15 very good name brands (each) of 
athletic shoes, many which are injury 
specific. 
Athletes have gotten bigger, 
stronger and faster in the last 10 years, 
which causes a tendency lo cancel out 
the safety precautions. 
"Whenever you have big, strong, 
fast people running into each other 
you're not going to eliminate injuries. 
They're a part of most games; they 
always have been and always will be," 
Barton said. 
The NCAA also has dictated when 
you can start practice for each sport 
This prevents playing the actual sport 
to an excessive amount, lessening 
injuries due lo overuse. 
"It's difficult to judge just how 
much an individual body can take, but 
a majority of injuries on a college 
campus are caused by doing loo m uch, 
loo soon, and going at it loo hard," 
Barton said. 
Student Association 
Supports 
National Collegiate 
Alcohol Awareness 
Week 
October 15-21 
For more information 
about Designated 
Drivers call 622-1724 
WE'RE THE ANSWER, 
Richmond Mall    624-0237 
Fan # 623-9588 
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Across 
5. fast, quality copies 
9. great service 
12. convenient hours 
14. binding 
Down 
1. passport photos 
2. friendly staff 
3. flyers, brochures, reports 
4. much, much more. 
kinkes 
Great copies. Creat people. 
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Colonels 
win one, 
lose one 
By Clint Rilev 
Sports editor 
There was a game played at 
Hanger Field Friday and Saturday. 
even though the Colonel football 
team was in Cookcville, Tcnn. 
Without a field to play on, the 
university field hockey team was 
forced to ask to use Hanger Field. 
Eastern played their first game 
in the 20,000 plus stadium Friday 
against Davis and Elkins College 
from West Virginia. 
The Colonels opened up a 2-0 
lead by halftime by establishing a 
short passing game, according to 
Eastern field hockey coach Linda 
Sharplcss. 
"It was the first time every- 
body seemed to click and work 
well together for the first time this 
season,*' Sharplcss said. 
In the second half the Colonels 
continued to attack with the short 
passing game while shutting down 
the Davis and Elkins power of- 
fense. Eastern tossed in two more 
insurance goals in the second-half 
to grab a 4-0 win. 
Heather Shockey scored two 
of the Colonel goals while assist- 
ing on one. Sherri Benedict, who 
has been a major offensive tool all 
season with assists, scored her first 
goal of the season. Michelle Her- 
big also scored. 
"Davis and Elkins was the best 
we've played all year," Sharplcss 
said. 
Saturday, (he Lady Colonels 
faced a stronger opponent from 
S.W. Missouri Stale University. 
Sharplcss said S.W. Missouri's 
team was a much more experi- 
enced team than this season's 
Eastern club. Experience prevailed 
in the end 2-0. 
_. _ Photo/Bob Burke 
Heather Shockey hits the ball past a Davis and Elkins' defender. 
Hockey team's new facility delayed 
Cross country team 
runs hard at Furman 
By David King 
StafTwriter 
The university men'sand women's 
cross country teams traveled to 
Grecnsville, S.C. Saturday, where 
both teams enjoyed mild success 
against a field of lop competi tors at the 
Furman Invitational. 
The women placed fifth between 
such large programs as the University 
of Tennessee and the University of 
Southern California and placed all five 
of its runners in the top 25 out of 137. 
Monica O'Reilly, the women's 
graduate assistant coach, said the team 
ran better this week and the whole 
attitude is improving. 
"They are improving with every 
meet," O'Reilly said. 
O'Reilly said she was pleased with 
the team's performance, and that she 
saw some of her runners beginning to 
develop toward their potential. 
"Robin Quintan is showing the 
most progress right now," she said. 
Qumlan, a sophomore from Mary- 
land, placed 21st overall and third 
among Eastern's runners in the 5 kilo- 
meter race with a time of 19:09:59 
seconds behind the lop finisher. 
In the men's 10 kilometer race. 
Eastern placed sixth without the serv- 
ices of Tun Menoher. Menoher, who 
is normally Eastern's No. 2 runner, is 
out due to leg injuries. 
Rick Erdmann, men's head coach, 
said his learn ran well as • group. All 
five finishers came in together with 
only s 37-second gap separating them. 
Erdmann said no one runner came 
out and had a great race, but they all 
had solid performances. 
By Ted Schults 
Contributing writer 
The university women's field 
hockey team is still without a per- 
manent home due to the poor con- 
dition of the new field which is 
forcing the team to play most of 
their home games on one of the 
intramural fields. 
Eastern field hockey coach 
Linda Sharplcss said she was told 
over the summer the new Hood 
field would be finished by July 1. 
The university did not begin to lay 
the new field until mid-August. 
The result is a new field which 
will probably not be ready for play 
until next spring, according to Chad 
Middleton, director of the physical 
plane 
"I don't know how they got 
that far behind," Sharplcss said. 
The Bermuda grass needs 
warm, humid temperatures (in 
order to grow)," Middleton said. 
The cold weather is not condu- 
cive for (the grass) to grow. The 
growing is pretty well dormant" 
Middleton did note that the field 
is completed with the exception of 
the storage building. The team has 
even started practicing on the field. 
However, the grass is still being 
sodded, and the conditions are not 
yet ready for competition. 
"It'snot in playable condition," 
said assistant athletic director Dr. 
Martha Mullins. "We haven't been 
able to go full length (in practice). 
We've had to go side to side." 
The field hockey learn had been 
playing on the field behind the John 
D. Rowlctt Allied Nursing and 
Health Building. However, over 
the summer, the field was uprooted 
to make room for the new nursing 
building, which left the learn in 
search for a place to play. 
As for how it has affected her 
team, Sharplcss said, "It's been 
physically and mentally lough on 
(he team." 
"I've tried lo put the issue as far 
back in my mind as I can," she said. 
"It's been the altitude I've had to 
take." 
Sharpless said lack of a com- 
pleted field has not only infringed 
on the field hockey team but by 
having to use other facilities, the 
football learn, intramurals and the 
track and cross country teams have 
had lo make sacrifices. 
Mullins said the new field may 
be used for the Colonels only re- 
maining home game against the 
University of Louisville Oct. 25. 
New band to pep up 
Eastern b-ball fans 
By Clint RUey 
Sports editor 
Eastern first-year head basketball 
coach Mike Pollio is looking lo put 
some pep into the Colonel basketball 
program — players and fans alike. 
Pollio after numerous requests 
from Colonel fans has, with the help 
of Dr. John Roberts, chair of the music 
department and Max Smith, president 
of Citizen's Fidelity Bank in 
Richmond, put together a band to put 
a little pep into the step of Eastern 
basketball fans at home games. 
"During the summer, on my call- 
in show President Funderburk, he was 
on live, and somebody called in and 
asked about a pep band," Pollio said. 
"He said,'Talk to the guy next to me.' 
After the show he said,'Get that pep 
band.'" 
Pollio said soon after he met up 
with Roberts and Smith lo finalize 
plans for the band. 
"Dr. Roberts, Mike and I sat down 
one day and said,'How do we get this 
. rolling?'" Smith said. "We came up 
with the idea of providing scholarship 
money for those students who audi- 
tion and are chosen to play in 12 
games. And in addition to provide the 
kind of atmosphere that generates 
excitement ki the arena and helps 
draw people who want to come and 
have a good time." 
The band itself will consist of 20 
members, dressed in rugby style shirts 
provided by the university. They will 
be unveiled on Nov. 19 when the 
Colonels wiU face the Soviet Union 
select learn. 
Each of the 20 members will re- 
ceive a $250 scholarship for the sea- 
son. However the scholarship can be 
lest if they miss one game. 
"We ask the students to pUy at 12 
games and if they have to miss, and 
there are times that may happen for 
whatever reason, then it's their re- 
sponsibility lo provide a comparable 
musician for the time that they miss," 
Smith said. 
DELIVERY 
(52:; 226 1 
Makin' it great 
for E.K.U. ! 
FORGET ME 
NOT FLOWERS 
FLOWERS OF DISTINCTION 
FOR ALL OCCASIONS 
623-4257 
* FRESH & SILK 
FLOWERS 
'BALLOONS 
'PLANTS 
'CORSAGES 
"WE WIRE FLOWERS 
ANYWHERE' 
IQ&) 
GET YOUR 
ORDER IN FOR 
HOMECOMING 
OCTOBER 28 
cm us ■ ■■■■■■■■■ ■■■■■■■■■mrawi VIDEO FANTASTIC ■•>«     218 Porter Dr. Southern Hills Plaze 
lw    _S»^624-0550 ______ ii?-1!?? - m - 
VCR & e MOVIES i a MOVIES 
on. night ■ *» nlflht-Mon.- TtMN»«j 
ffi'T 33 3B.93 
with cou'pon only        I    with coupon only 
— .     — | C4fcr«w*«a1MaM 
CALL 622-1872 
TO ADVERTISE 
IN OUR 
HOMECOMING 
INSIGHTS 
RESERVE    OFFICERS'   TRAINING    CORPS 
SHOPPERS VILLAGE EASTERN BY-PASS 
Southern Uniform 
and Equipment, Inc. 
• Flrtt-Alt 
loulpmint 
■ Unlformt 
• Sinn 
• Sltffd/Paldf s 
•Bltck-jKki 
' ««• 
1
 Sctnntrs 
• Htpfillnf 
Eqvlpmmt 
11   * Police * Fire * E.M. T. * Rescue 
i  10% OFF ANYTHING IN 
I THE STORE! 
11 Come and Check Ue Out! 
STORE HOURS 
MONDAY - FRIDAY 
10:00 A.M. - 7:00 P.M. 
624-5755 
ro- for the Grey Building"^/ mm Awn,|Pgff 
START AN IMPRESSIVE RESUME 
WITH A COLLEGE ELECTIVE. 
MS 101 Group Dynamics of Leadership 
2 Credits, pg. 29, Class Scedule 
Class Meets From 10/19/89 -12/19/89 
Take an introductory course from Army ROTC. 
With no obligation. You'll begin to acquire the 
confidence, self-discipline, decisiveness, and 
leadership skills sought by employers of college 
graduates. And you'll learn how you can place 
"Army Officer" on your resume when you 
graduate. 
Set a course for success this term. Register 
now for an Army ROTC elective. 
ARMY ROTC 
/ 
TO SMJUmST COLLEGE COURSE TOO CM TAKE. 
FIND OUT MORE! CONTACT CAPTIAN BILL HILLARD 
BEG LEY 515, 622-1208/1205 
